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This study examines the substance and nature of systemic barriers experienced by rural
Southern Manitoba high school dropout youth in their endeavours to engage in
employment opportunities coincidental with a "new" economy. Their nanãtive is
compared with an "official" notion of employment promoted by government rhetoric and
manifest in "transition-to-work" programs in Manitoba over the past decade. The
discourse of these youth both contests and supports a dominant dir.ou.r. along a number
of lines including: non materialist values, work/life balance, labour as a noble 

"uur., 
u

reciprocal notion of work and learning, and community (not competition) at work. This
discourse is in contrasts a "new" economy discourse characteris"ã Uy emphasis on: more
jobs, increased mobility of labour, lifelong learning, corporate alliances, proliferation of
information communication technology, and global competition. The intent of this
study was to characterise discourses in terms of elements common to each and to
compare these commonalties to determine where they overlap and where they are in
tension.

The research participants, four female and one male, were selected from three school
divisions across rural Southern Manitoba, a region renowned for its traditional religious
values. They ranged in age between 23 and 29 years and are completing their high
school through Adult Education programs.

The recent proliferation of literature surrounding the "changing nature of work" provides
a unique opportunity to investigate assumptions that are includid under that heaáing (e.g.
who is, and by what process does one come to be described as, a contributing member in
our new global economy?). Programs representative of two different provinóial
governments since 1988 were selected to characterise an "offrcial" distourse of
employment in Manitoba. "Taking Charge!" was selected as representative of the
Progressive Conservative government, 1988-1999. The "Maniioba Training Strategy"
(2001) is used to identify elements of a discourse representative of the New Democratic
Party from 1999 to the present.

This thesis argues that there is an "official" discourse surrounding work based on a
generally uncontested notion a "new" global economy promoted by government, business
and industrY, and education, and this notion is challenged in this stuãy. The challenge
occurs on two levels, the theoretical and the practical. Theoretically, by the definition of
discourse, a fully inclusive political community can never be realised since there must be
a permanently a constitutive outside, an exterior to the community, that makes that
community's existence possible. This occurs despite apparent endeavours by
governments to be seen to construct one. On a practical level, the challenge is deepened
by the differences between "transition-to-work" programs as planned and Implemented
compared with how these same programs are experienced by youth. This oficial
discourse is contested by youth participating in this study Uàsé¿ on their values, ideals,
and experience as residents of Southern Manitoba at this time.

Abstract



This study examines two discourses of work associated with the "new" global economy.

The first, an'official' or dominant discourse understood from a review of representative

Manitoba Government documents and supporting literature. The second discourse is

investigated through dialogue with youth that have dropped out of high school. For the

purposes of this study, the narrative of youth constitutes an'unofficial'or subordinate

discourse. These discourses are not distinct they are fluid and do overlap, they embody

both commonalties and differences.

CHAPTER I

Exploring both commonalties and differences of these discourses is based on the

researcher's hunch that employment in the new economy no longer provides the worker

with a stable identity. On the contrary, characteristics of the new economy. promoted by

industry and agencies of governrnent diminish feelings of self worth in the marketplace.

Further, the ability of institutions (e.g. schools, labour unions) that have traditionally

sheltered people against the sharp edge of a free market economy is being eroded.

The discourses within any given culture not only serve to facilitate interactions among

citizens in their ongoing work but also serve to keep everyone doing their work and

valuing their contributions in the same way. The notion of discourse, at the very least,

acknowledges that not everyone sees any given situation from the same perspective. The

public discourse of government represents "a kind of political power which deliberately

ignores individuals and looks only at the interests of totality" (Rabinow,lgg4,p.l4).

Examining this public discourse as experienced by individuals who are meant to be the

beneficiaries of public initiatives provides opportunity to critique the official discourse.



As Career Intemship Co-ordinator for the Prairie Rose School Division, I am privileged

to work with high school students in establishing internships with business organisations.

Students pursue the internship credit option for a variety of reasons including: career

exploration, a means of gaining employment (part time or full time following graduation)

and/or an opportunity to get out of "mind numbing" classes with the hopes that things are

better "out there".

In 1999, I became involved in writing a proposal for an Adult Education program that

would involve high school drop out youth in both classroom work and paid internshipl.

In drafting the proposal, I became a\¡/are of the myriad of criteria, specific to each of the

funding agencies, which demanded accommodation in order for the project to proceed.

Conspicuottsly absent from our deliberations were expectations afiiculated by potential

clients. I wondered how well represented the personal needs of potential clients might

be. I realised how little I actually knew about the circumstances in my own community

that might motivate someone to register for the service we were designing and what

obstacles he or she might encounter in participating.

Background to the Study

The intent of the proposed transition-to-work program was to provide unemployed youth

with opportunities to acquire knowledge and essential skills through a combination of

pre-vocational orientation and internship. The program was approved, it ran for a six-

month term but funding to continue this program was subsequently not renewed.



Education stakeholders institute curricula based on an ideology that is generally an

uncritically analysed genle (Selfe, 1999). These are persuasive (internally) and

authoritative (extemally in as much that they are often tied to educational funding)

ideological discourse within the generally neglected but powerful genre of the public

policy document. On the one hand, the document is bureaucratic rhetoric on the other, it

shapes the vision of academic and community decision-makers. While the effects of

government policy and initiatives are known to shape cuniculum, little attention has been

paid to how policy shapes the curriculum and to whose benefit. For example, the

definition of literacy and the plactices recognised as constituting "literate behaviour"

have expanded to include 'technological literacy' creating in turn a new kind of illiteracy

that may create barriers leading to discrimination, exclusion and poverty.

Statement of the Problem

Government documents describing local initiatives and Iiterature are analysed to

determine underlying assumptions. ideology. and global pressures that influence job

creation from an official perspective. Documents describing two specific initiatives,

"Taking Charge !" and the " Manitoba Trainíng Strategy" are analyzed,. It is anticipated

that specific characteristics of a new economy discourse will surface with sufficient

clarity as to allow comparison w'ith an "unofficial" one emanating from dialogue with

research participants.

I Typically, an internship involves unpaid rvork in exchange fol on-the-job training. This proposal
acknowledged the need for some income and participallts u,ere paid a stipend equÑalent tå rini¡¡r¡1 ,rug.
as they participated in the classroom pre-employment orientation and subsequent practicu¡r.



Youth are bombarded daily with predictions of the number of times they will have to

change occupations in their career and that in order to maintain their employment they

must be prepared to leave their community and travel to where the work is. They are told

that employers of lower-skilled workers such as retail, hospitality, and food services will

probably become more automated in the near future leaving fewer and fewer places for

those with little formal education and few high tech skills.

Youth are faced with expectations to become multi-skilled, possess high literacy, numeric

and computer technology skills, and to demonstrate commitment to continual learning

throughout their working lives. They are expected to gain these skills initially through

formal education and subsequently through ongoing courses of study. Following the

educational process results in full time and well-paid employment in an urban centre at a

liighly technological industry. To maintain their status as productive employees they are

required to work long hours, in a highly competitive market since bnsiness interaction,

with the support of ICT, now occurs 24 hours a day with competitors all across the world.

That is the way it is supposed to work according to the official rhetoric.

So just what does happen to the youth that do not follow the model. the ones who, for

starters, drop out of school? Open-ended interviews are utilised to explore the

perceptions of the research participants in response to commonly held perceptions of the

"new" economy. Dialogue with the research participants is analysed to establish

characteristics of an "unofficial" southern Manitoba discourse of rvork.



The purpose of this thesis was to examine the substance and nature of systemic barriers

experienced by Southern Manitoba high school dropout youth in their endeavours to

engage more fully in employment opportunities coincidental with a "new" economy.

Specifically, this thesis examines the characteristics of the discourses of those

experiencing adversity in participating in today's labour market as well as discourse

characteristics presented by those who would prepare youth for that same labour market.

This thesis goes on to compare work-related beliefs, experiences, and expectations

expressed by select youth; with attributes and characteristics apparent in government

supported transition-to-work initiatives in order to determine where these discourses are

in alignment and where are they in tension.

Research Ouestion Statement

Analysis of data gathered from documents describing government supported transition-

to-w-ork programs combined with a broader literature suruey distinguishes elements

common to an'official' discourse. Commonalties within each discourse are compared

and contrasted to gain some insight into the extent to which these discourses are in

tension, overlap, and are intertwined.

As a means of approaching this question, the notion of a public official discourse of

government and a private unofficial discourse of high school drop out youth are

introduced.



Youth

The age range of youth is defined according to guidelines established by Human

Resource Development Canada. Youth participants range in age between 23 and30.

Discourse and New Economies

"Discourses are \¡/ays in which people co-ordinate and are co-ordinated by language,

other people, objects, time, and places so as to take on a particularly socially recognisable

identity" (Gee, 1996, p.131). A way of life emanates from a particular discourse and

one's way of life is reflective of one's identity. Discourses then are more than ways of

thinking and producing meaning, they constitute the nature of the body unconscious,

conscious mind, and emotional life of the subjects they seek to govem (Mouffe, 1991.

p.12). Hence competing discourses evolve.

Operational Definitions

"While politics aints at constructing a political comrnunity and creating a
unity, afully inclusive political comntunity and afinal unity can never be
realísed since there will be permanently a'constitutive outside'an exterior
to the community that ntakes its existence possible"(Mouffe, 1991, p.78).

The narrative of research parlicipants Doug, Beth, Anne, Marie, and Allison provides a

unique glimpse into one such subordinate discourse. The extent to which each participant

sees him/her self excluded or dominated is determined by his or her own particular view

of society. Every discourse that constitutes a people always at the same time excludes a

people, the 'excluded' are in fact necessary to the construction of the dominant culture.

Discourse is described as subordinate or dominant to facilitate analysis. More accurately.

a subordinate discourse operates rvithin the dominant one.

l0



Michel Foucault proposes that in every society, the production of discourse is at once

controlled, selected, organised and redistributed according to a certain number of

procedures, whose role is "to avert its powers and its dangers, to cope with chance events,

to evade its ponderous, arryesome materiality" (Lye, J., 1999, p.l).

A discourse may be understood in terms of the metaphors that are used to explain it. For

example, the metaphor of globalisation is so pervasive and powerful that local

governments and jurisdictions may appeff currently to be powerless to resist this

phenomenon. This "functionalist" perspective depicts organisations (large and small) as

concrete entities populated by role-players and that the systematic study of these entities

will give reliable and predictable knowledge about that organisation. This metaphor

supports a claim that the social w'orld is objective, real, concrete, that scientists stand

outside of the world and record facts about it. This view enables the discourse of

govemment to include reshaping people to fit into the new economy; it places

populations inside and outside of an existing structure. Alternatively, and perhaps more

telling ofan "unofficial" discourse, organisations are not seen as objectively real

phenomena but instead as constructs, products of individual agreement (Greenfield and

Ribbins, 1993, pp.5-6). In other words, organisations are socially constructed and need

to be understood in terms of human intention and history. Individuals themselves

represent the reality of the organisation where consensual meaning making guides

behaviour. The observer is always a participant in creating the reality that is being

observed. In this discourse, organisations are inside people and are dehned completely

by them in the work, ideas in their heads, and their actions in the practical world.

Discourse controls hor,v organisations and institutions are viewed. Officially, the

II



workplace as an organisational site within a global economy may be represented as a

concrete entity with a definable function, while unofficially this same place is understood

by all those involved, in terms of a collection of impressions held by each individual.

Competing and conflicting discourses exist within any culture, one discourse must

necessarily be understood in the context of another. The work of Denida (1998)

surrounding différance is particularly useful and informative in approaching the

implications surrounding dominant and subordinate discourse. Denida (1998) claims

that only through différance is one thing itself and not another instead (e.g. the terms host

and parasite, in which host is promoted ahead of the other. The second term is shown to

constitute the conditions for the first). The notion of différance holds that any truth exists

only relationally through différance. In approaching an understanding of discourse, the

following section undertakes deconstruction, an affirmation that under layers of meanings

are suppressed or assumed in order for a discourse to take its actual form (Pinkus, 1996,

p.02). Deconstruction is undertaken as a means of exposing contradictions in a discourse

that lays claim to the absolute.

An "official" discourse necessarily invokes repression and exclusion and is constructed

by virtue of them. The concept of différance is useful in understanding exclusion and

repression in terms of the construction of a discourse. Comparing discourses implies

"both./and" logic instead of "either/or" logic w-hen used to challenge the orlhodoxy of the

dominant belief. An official discourse bears within itself tlie necessity of its o,,vn critique

(Pinkus. 1996, p.01).

12



New Economy

During the 1990's a preoccupation with the national debt and the elimination of deficit

budgets in Manitoba and across Canada prevailed. The rhetoric of the balanced budget

and fiscal crisis of the state was commonplace. In 1995, a cross Canada poll indicated

That 86yo of Canadians regardless of education or income controlling taxes and spending

to reduce debt were a priority (Taylor, 2001, p.l7). How these particular views came to

dominate the political landscape is curious.

The Canada West Foundation (CWF), an organisation largely made up of business

leaders from the westem provinces, called for "reinventing" a government that was

"bloated and inefficient". This image captured the imagination of the Canadian public

and influenced a number of familiar initiatives including: contracting out to the private

sector, entrepreneurship training for public servants, shift delivery of services to non-

government organisations, and supporting services through user fees (Kachur, 1994).

The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA), made up of academics from

Alberla, argued that the causes for rising debt were: inflated interest rates maintained by

the Bank of Canada, failure to make wealthy individuals and corporations pay their fair

share of taxes, and the drain on government revenues caused by high unemployment

(Taylor, 2001, p.l 8). The CCPA promoted the view that controlling the deficit by

making the tax system more progressive and stimulating economic growth through job

creation would achieve better results than by deep cuts to service.
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Debate over the root causes of debt and the deficit problem is founded in narratives that

emphasise either "too much debt" or "too little revenue". The corporate community of

Canada in the 90s promoted the "too much debt" agenda and the provincial governments

of the day followed suite. The'new' economy discourse clearly promoted a corporate for-

prof,rt agenda. At the same time, institutions involved in production of goods or services,

or preparing people for work were faced with a number of considerations that were

neither previously present nor included in a traditional discourse of work. These "ne\,v"

considerations included; ecological considerations, instant access to information, a more

informed citizenry, and an expectation for equity of opportunity for everyone.

Governments (under pressure and with the support of large corporate employers) pursued

economic policy (e.g. free trade, deregulation, new technology, and privatisation) that

resulted in many more low-paying, less-skilled, and part-time jobs, despite all the rhetoric

about the demand for highly skilled workers. Critics of this characterisation of the new

global economy predict that there will be far fewer workers required in maintaining

equivalent levels of production and services in the future (Rifkin,1995, pp.I66-167).

Interpretations of the "new" economy are highly contingent and require more than a

collection of accumulated government survey facts (e.g. how many high-tech jobs remain

unfilled in the ICT industry). The framework, or discourse, predetennines what is fact

and how these facts are organised. and for what purpose. For example, providing

incentives for large business to establish in rural areas then developing employment

programs that prepare under-employed and uneducated youth to parlicipate in minimum

wage part-time jobs in these organisations exposes a particular discourse.

14



Participation in the New Economy

The recent proliferation of literature surrounding the "changing nature of work" provides

a unique opportunity to investigate assumptions that our culture includes under this

heading and who and by what process that one comes to be described as a contributing

member of our free market society. Officially there are two ways to participate in the

new economy, through employment and through formal education. These are addressed

separately in the following section.

Employment

Current public policy is founded in an ideology supportive of the development of a

training strategy to create a workforce sufficient in number, with globally cornpetitive

skills, so as to ensure provincial economic success. (Manitoba Training Strategy, 2001,

p.02)- The emphasis on "sufficient in number to ensure economic success" is quite clear.

From the earliest tirtes, cultures have defined themselves or have been defined by the

processes and products of the labour undertaken by their citizens (e.g. hunters, gathers,

farmers, craftsmen, assembly line workers, and knowledge workers). 'When 
a dramatic

shift in the kind of work that is valued or required by a culture to remain viable occurs

(be it war, climatic change, new technology, etc.) then a corresponding way of framing

that shift is likely to evolve. Before the behaviours of citizens in that culture can change,

conesponding changes in discourse hence socialisation must occur (Casey, 1993.p.162).

Western culture has, historically. relied heavily on a public school curriculum to socialise

youth into the patterns of valued work. This trend appears to be furlher iritensifying with

15



pressure from business and industry (Taylor, 2001, pp.a0-51). Views on the role of

curriculum in this socialisation range widely from the notion of the classroom as

"battlefields of cultural wars" identified by Barlow and Robertson in their book Class

Warfare: The Assault on Canada's Schools to the classrooms as a kind of benign

environment where "students are allowed to choose their own paths in life" (Warrick,

1995, p.5).

"ln most western countries the claim to work is regarded as a fundamental human right

and unemployment is seen as a serious social problem. Yet rvork is often perceived as

"unwanted painful toil to be avoided as much as possible" (Casey, 1993, p.150). Casey

further claims that "the need to work is a socially constructed need, and that

"socialisation into the habits and processes ofindustrial production has been so
successful that a breach in that experiencefor workers is experienced as a cultw.al
abrogation and cause for considerable personal and social probletns. Even in the
situation of high redttndancy pay outs and unemploytnent benefits workers prefer to
participate in the paid workforce and demonstrate this need in a variety creative
responses including accepting lower wages and co-operative take over ofa contpany
where they could re¡nain entployed" (Casey,l993, p.l5l).

During periods of liigh unetnployment, management has been known to use the threat of

'lay-off and unemployment to counter worker demands for benefits and wages

demonstrating how strong the socially constmcted need to work actually is.

Throughout history. one's labour has been intimately linked with the provision of goods

and services (and income) essential to the maintenance of human life. Today, one's

occupation determines the extent to which life will be consumed by a struggle for

maintenance. The availability of work as well as differential economic rewards attached

to occupations, establish differential life chances and opportunities. to receive an

education, to be healthy, to enjoy leisure activities. and in general to acceptable standard

16



of living. Official rhetoric associates the improvement of a 'standard of living'with high

levels of production. Approaching the "standard of living" as though it were an

experience common to all citizens is contested by those who, despite their labour, are

unable to raise their economic level above the poverty line.

The most obvious function of work is an economic one. An'instrumental'orientation

toward work holds that 'life begins when work ends'. Altematively, work may be

described as "any activity which results in the provision of goods and services for

others" (Rinehart, 1975,p.6). The second definition, more'interpretative' seeks to

include the personal and social ramifications of work (i.e. people seek jobs with which

they can identify and from which they can derive self-esteem). It is apparent that people

attach both economic and intrinsic signìficance to work. These are not seen as

contradictory orientations and the boundaries between work and life can become quite

blurred. The instrumental orientation to work is a practical response to the way work is

structured in society; the interpretative one is a yearning for what work could be. I¡
identifying characteristics of discourses of work attention must be paid to who is defining

work for whom and for what purposes.

Education

"Participation" in the new economy increasingly involves formal education. Employers

have influenced and continue to sway educational reform through their promotion of

human capital theory (Cheal,1963, p.163). The human capital discourse holds that a

society with more formally educated workers will be a more productive society. A

relationship between more education and increased earnings at both the individual and

17



societal level is assumed. At the same time, advocates of the 'knowledge' economy

predict that the emerging economy will require large numbers of highly educated workers

(Bell, 1973,p.359). Claims by employers about the poor quality of educational'outputs'

are often founded in a combination of 'human capital theory'and'knowledge economy

assumptions' (Taylor, 2001, p.27).

Increasing rates of underemployment despite increased levels of school attainment and

goverrtment investment in education have increased challenges to the assertions about

societal return on investment from education. 'Human capital' advocates respond in two

ways, by suggesting that improved quality of schooling and encouraging 'lifelong

learning'will revitalise economic growth, and that those with more education still do

better economically than those with lower levels. Employers are critical of the values

that they perceive are being promoted in schools, claiming that the decline of 'a work

ethic' is cause for concern. For many jobs, the relationship between education and work

appears to be both weak and variable from one industry to another (Levin, 1995, p.l4).

Critics of the discourse of education for economic prosperity challenge several of the

assumptions of the 'knowledge economy/human capital proponents.' The claim that the

'post industrial economy requires large numbers of highly skilled people' is countered by

evidence of changes in the workplace are much more modest than initially predicted

(Livingston , 1999, p.162). The assumption that there is a shoftage of skilled labour is

challenged by statistics that demonstrate that Canadian universities graduate more science

and engineering students than either Germany or Japan (Barlow and Robertson, 1994,

p'48). Presently, human labour in the production process is being reduced and devalued. '
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A new generation of intelligent machines and automated systems of control are replacing

workers in staggering numbers on countless tasks (Rifkin, 1995, p.3). The 'education for

economic prosperity discourse' is challenged by the claim that the problem resides more

in the growing gap between peoples learning effortslknowledge and the number ofjobs

requiring this level of skill that are available. This discourse obscures the general

situation by emphasising skill shortages, claims about poor quality ofjob entrants, and

credential inflation (Taylor, 2001,p.3 i).

Schools have a significant role to play in critiquing 'globalisation' and the'new economy'

rather than trying to keep these phenomena atbay (de Alba, 4., Gonzal ez,E., Lankshear,

C' & Peters. M., 2000). By gaining an understanding of the current conditions one is

better situated to resist alienation, cultural loss, family fragmentation, and dependence.

What students need to know today is vastly different to what was required in the not so

distant past. The conception of literacy developed by means of provincial/ national

curricula and standards is "school literacy". School literacy encompasses those skills that

most often lead to success in school (e.g. correct spelling, being able to write five part

essays, being able to read and write for no obvious meaningftrl social purpose, etc.).

Research shows that school literacy on its own does not necessarily increase success rates

in literacy practices in'out-of-school' contexts (Levin, 1995,p.14). Critical literacy

approaches to education have demonstrated that "the selection and organisation of school

knowledge contains dispositions and values that handicap certain groups while they

benefit others" (Gee, 1996, p.l5l ).
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There is an increasing public expectance that credible "learning" is not restricted to

schools, and that "work" is much more than mindless drudgery. On the contrary, where

the market environment is turbulent (e.g. Information Communication Technology),

employees are paid based on their ability to learn and adapt, not for what they have

learned in some remote classroom. Hence, school and work remain intertwined but not in

the traditional cause/effect sense. The belief that a "good" education is a precursor to a

"meaningful" job, security, and the 'good' life may no longer hold (Levin , p.16,1995).

New Econom), Skills

According to Jeffry Piker, transition from school to work goes so poorly for many youth

because standard cumiculum tends to evade serious regard of what employment is really

like by diminishing the labourer's role. When the curriculum'about work' excludes the

w'orkers themselves from the process and content of what is being taught and learned,

skills become more real than workers in the same rvay that productivity is seen to be

more important than work (Piker,7993, p.88). The objectification and externalisation of

"working knowledge" that has characterised schooling for work in Canadian society has

resulted in a number of contradictions that make educational reform difficult to achieve.

The discourse of management differs from that of labour. For example, the popular term

'skills'represents disembodied action, where as "technique" provides an alternative

indicating a form of interaction between tool, environment and other rvorkers. The term

'technique' is commonly used in labour education cuniculum.
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Piker (1993 , p.93) proposes that characteristics of a worker centred curriculum that starrs

with a genuine respect for "working knowledge" and for the interests and concerns of people who

possess it. He claims that "fellow leamers are viewed as fellow workers", that "labour

education has produced for itself a form of teaching and learning that locates learners

competencies, knowledge, experiences and potential for concrete action at the centre of

the process. The worker/learner is put at the centre of the action and the learner is

presumed to have dignity and power. In a labour centred curriculum the teacher/learner

hierarchy is restructured so that mutuality is present because the teacher hrainer is also

worker. It has emphasised the importance of empathy as an instructional skill. Learners

are called "participants" not students. A significant challenge for the worker/trainer is to

integrate the discussion with workplace practices. The notion of "expertise" is thus

demystified.

The analytic ability of the worker on the work site is an expectation rather than view.ing

the worker as non-theoretical (monkey sees monkey do.) Workers are seerl to combine

the practical and the theoretical in the completion of their work. The separation of the

'theoretical' and 'practical' is a construct invented by curriculum developers for their own

purposes and has little to do with what is required 'on the job'. Labour curriculum has

discarded the "hands-on/heads-on distinction that traditionally devalued the rvork and

complexity of working knowledge of w-orking people.

Recent and rapid development in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) fuel

this tension. ICT is seen to threaten traditional institutions by 'transforming' social,

economic. and cultural processes rather than making 'cautious incremental'
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improvements in the delivery of services (e.g. education, health and medicine, e-

colrlmerce, tourism, access to government, community networks, etc.) information

Communication Technology has contributed to the number and the diversity of people

who are informed by and participate in the dialogue on all issues in our culture. Rapid

development in ICT has not caused this conversation, but it surely has influenced what is.

said, to whom, how it is said, and who is heard. ICT, as an educational tool, has drawn

attention to our own need as a culture to examine our own discourse of work.

Shosana Zuboff claims that "Learning is a new form of labour. It's no longer a separate

activity that occurs before one enters the workforce or in remote classroom settings,

learning is the heart of productive activity" (Zuboff, l9BB, p.234).

There are clearly some assumptions associated with this study. An understanding of the

official discourse on the new economy has been limited to analysis of two provincial

government transition-to-work programs. These were/are not the only initiatives

undertaken by the government in this regard but were determined to be sufficiently

representative so as to provide a sense of the government's response to this issue based on

its ideology. Details of the criteria for their selection are included in the Methods secrion.

Limitations of the Studv

The subordinate or unofficial discourse determined from interview's rvith five Southern

lr4anitoba youth is limited to a l,er1, paúicular, specific, and perhaps unique population.

There are no attempts to generalise these observations beyond the narrow confines of this
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study. Nonetheless there is an assumption that embedded in their narrative are common

characteristics telling of a common discourse. Observations on the différance in

discourses present opportunities to develop a clearer understanding ofone discourse in

light of the other.

Analysis of discourse as though each were separate entities and not profoundly

ìnterdependent as illustrated by Derrida's "différance" creates an illusion. In as much as

discourses overlap, analysis of each separate discourse is necessary. However, in the

final analysis, each discourse must be understood in the context of the other.

From the outset, there are uo expectations that the findings associated with this research

may, in any way, be generalised beyond the narrow geographic boundaries of a region of

southern Manitoba. Further, the foreshadowing questions and commonalties that do arise

are not intended to suggest that the two discourses examined are the only discourse

options. There are indeed many discourses, both official and unofficial. The titles

offìcial and unofficial discourses are general categories into which variations are roughly.

organised. This study w'ill, if successful, draw attention to this phenomenon.

Delimitations of the Stud),
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This chapter presents an image of a "new" economy drawn from a review of literature

and the rhetoric of governments, business, and industry, and is referred to as the "official

discourse" throughout this paper. Globalisation, the driving force behind this new

economy, is explored in terms of a local government's ability to resist the destructive

forces and promote the positive aspects particularly as these affect opportunities for youth

employment. Two programs representative of successive Manitoba governments2,

Progressive Conservative Party and the New Democratic Party are reviewed to identify

characteristics of an "official discourse" that will be useful in determining any degree of

difference with the "unofficial discourse" based on intervier,vs with southern Manitoba

youth.

LITERATURE REVIE\ry
Discourse of aNew Global Economy

CHAPTER II

The term "globalisation" was first coined in the 1980s, but the concept stretches back

centuries. Russian economist, Nikolai Kondratieff (Kondratieff, 1984) hypotliesised that

the progress of global capitalism is marked by long-term "cycles." Based on the claim

globalisation began 100 years ago and this trend continues today with international trade

and migration. This theory proposes a certain predictability and inevitability in rhe w-ay

economies unfold.

Historical Context and Description

2 ln lggg the NDP rvere elected after lnore than a decade of PC government led by Gary Filmon.
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Kondratieffs theory provides a compelling historical perspective. He proposes that

cycles lasting 50-60 years mark economic activity through development and boom to

recession. The first cycle was based on steam power (I787-1842), the second on railways

(1842-1897), the third on electricity and the motor car (1897-1939), and the fourrh on rhe

coldwar,electronics,andsyntheticmaterials(1939-1989).Weare,bythistheory>.

currently in the fifth new economy characterised by PCs, ICT, and entertainment.

Kondratieff argues that one of the forces which initiates a cycle is a large number of

important discoveries and inventions that occur during a depression at the end of a cycle

and are usually applied on a large scale at the beginning of the next upswing. (lrlorton,

1999).

In summary, successive Kondratieff cycles illustrate an upward cllrve characterised by

rapid development of a new technology (e.g. information communication technology),

followed by a flattening of activity. then a decrease in productivity rvhile the next

generation of technology is still in its experimental stage. This cycle is typically

followed by a prolonged deflationary period. (Bello.200l)

By way of example. the Great Depression and World War II (1930s and 40s) marked the

dip in the last cycle. Economists speculate that the ascent of the current wave began in

the 1950s and the crest was reached in the 1980s and 1990s. The profitable exploitation

of the post-war advances in the energy, automotive industry, petrochemical, and

manufacturing ended while information and communication technology was still at a

relatively early stage. Information and communications technologies began to integrate

in the mid seventies with innovations such as the modem and the fax machine.
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Innovations resulting from the integration of these two industries are far more significant

than any invention attributed to one or the other.

Economists continue to debate whether the economic rally in the late 1990s was a

transcendence of Kondratieffs cycle theory, or the last phase of the current cycle before

reaching the predictable dip in that cycle. The official response of government varies

depending on whether the economy is viewed as a "re-born economy", fitting with the

Kondratieff cycles or as a "new" and transcendent economy with unprecedented

characteristics.

The rapid development of knowledge in all fields, the proliferation of communications

technology, and the globalisation of markets for goods, services, and ideas drive the

speed and scale of this change. Despite convincing theories, where we are i¡ this

evolutionary process is uncertain. What we do know is the effects of globalisation are

nulnerous and extensive.

This section attempts to ascefain differences and commonalties in approach to labour

force development between Manitoba's two provincial governments from 1988. Two

initiatives designed to respond to labour market demands associated with the 'new'

economy are compared in order to a) determine if there is a recognisable difference

between the two governments in their approach to labour force development and b)

assumptions held in common by both initiatives that characterise a 'new' economy as

understood by the parly politic.
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Firstly, Taking Charge!v/as promoted by the Progressive Conservative government as a

program model designed to change a "culture of poverty" (HRDC Formative Evaluation,

2000, p.l4). The first phase of this initiative focused on "connecting single parents with

employment under the threat of removing social support benefits" (p.14) with the intent

of applying this same model to other at-risk groups.

The second initiative to be reviewed is the "Manitoba Training Strategy" introduced

under the New Democratic Party in 2001. In March, 2000 the Manitoba Century

Summit brought together leaders from Manitoba business, labor, aboriginal, education,

community leaders, and government, to discuss expanding economic opportunity and

building future prosperity in the province. Summit participants concluded that the

development of a workforce in sufficient numbers and with the necessary skills is critical

to provincial economic success. The inclusion of greater numbers of Aboriginal

Manitobans into the workforce, the attraction of immigrants, and encouraging youth to

remain in Manitoba were identified as important in building workforce capacity, and the

need for a workforce with globally competitive skills was emphasized. (Government of

Manitoba, Manitoba Training Strategy, p.2).

"Taking Charge!" (TC!) was developed by the Manitoba Progressive Conservative

Government (Department of Family Services and Department of Education and Training)

in partnership with Human Resources Development Canada and implemented between

1994 and 1999. TC ! was designed to enhance employability of single parents on income

assistance through training and/or work experience. TC! was promoted as a liighly
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innovative program because of its endeavour to forge partnerships with the community

broadly defined to include business, social services, educational institutions and the non-

profit sector. With a budget of $26 million over a five-year period it was the intent of the

TC! program to test this integrated model's ability to deliver services at a reduced cost

(HRDC Formative Evaluation,2000,p.1). Two simultaneous developments associated

with the "new" economy encouraged the creation of "Taking Charge!". An economic

recovery predicted by the Conference Board of Canada, was expected to result in

increased numbers ofjob opportunities in Manitoba and Manitoba's "Making Welfare

Work" initiative had identified income assistance recipients who were seen to have few

barriers to re-employment to fill many of these jobs.

The Progressive Conservative government of Premier Gary Fihnon (19S8) advanced two

arguments that distinguished their economic strategy and created a context for the

welfare-to-work transition program to be examined. Firstly, the provincial deficit had to

be cut and eventually eliminated, and tax increases had to be halted and reversed.

Secondly, the importance of export markets to Manitoba's economy given the new

opportunities created by the Canada-US Free trade Agreement. The strategy to reduce

taxes by cutting public spending v/as a markedly different strategy than that used by the

previous NDP government. Rather than using government spending as the primary

means of driving economic growth, the Conservative government opted to promote

economic growth by creating a more competitive environment for private investment by

increasing expolls to the US (Black and Silver, p.4). Government actions. associated

with this ideology. had both direct and indirect consequences on social services, health,
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and education. Funding support was drastically reduced in a bid by government to pay

down the deficit (Black and Silver,1999, p.23).

Takins Charge!

Taking Charge! (TC!) formally came into existence in 1994 as a joint federal-provincial

project under the Strategic Initiatives outlined in the federal budget of 1994. The federal

government (HRDC) committed funds between fiscal years 1994195 and 1998199 to

support a number of provincial government programs (Department of Family Services

and Department of Education and Training). This project encompassed both social

security and labour market interventions in response to a changing labour market

landscape.

An imporlant objective of TC! was to test a model for combining services within

government and to forge partnerships with the business community. (HRDC Formative

Evaluation, 2000, p.29).

TC! operated within the Employment and Income Assistance delivery system for

Manitoba. With some exceptions, the "Making'Welfare Work" initiative of the pC

government required everyone on income assistance to enter an employability

enhancement program (HRDC Formative Evaluation,2000,p.2). Clients had a work

expectation attached to their eligibility for income assistance and faced sanctions in the

form of reductions in payments if they did not respond. The enhancement measures range

from job search instruction and brief skills refreshers for those judged to be employment

ready, to more substantial academic and life skills training for those that face greater
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barriers to economic independence. TC! was described by the Taking Charge! program

evaluators, as the most innovative employment enhancement measures. The model was

further praised by this group applicability for assisting other groups including yourh

facing job entry barriers (HRDC Formative Evaluation, 2000, p.7).

TC! program objectives fell into three general categories, service, employment, and

social security reforms, as part of an integrated strategy. The service related objectives

included; cost reduction for support services offered by governments by reducing

duplication and increasing the participation of the private and voluntary sectors;

increasing the access to and responsiveness ofservices through the delivery offederal,

provincial, municipal, community and business partnerships, providing programming and

support services to participants to become more job ready, secure/maintain employment,

and to increase earnings and express increased satisfaction over service levels.

Employment related objectives included reducing income assistance costs by increasing

the employment activity and earning potential of participants, increase duration of labour

force attachment by project participants, and meeting employers' needs for job-ready

employees. Finally, social security reform related objectives included improving the

long-term prospects for income assistance recipients by breaking the cycle of poverty,

and identifying fuither considerations for social security reform (HRDC Summative

Evaluation 2000, pp.2-3).

Employment facilitators within TC! completed assessments, prepared job plans, and

matched the client with an appropriate intervention. One basic feature of this

employment training system in Manitoba was the assessment of income assistance clients
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in terms of their "employability level". In theory, Level 1 clients are "employment

ready", Level 2 clients are "training ready", and Level 3 clients lack education, work

experience, and have personal problems that prevent them from gaining a job in the short

term. Once a client's level has been determined, an independence plan was constructed to

assist them to find and retain work as fast as possible (HRDC Formative Evaluation,

2000, pp.25-26). A key feature of the TC! model was the creation of an individualised

plan (Personal Job Plan) that was to lead to training or employment, with ongoing

support throughout this process (e.g. in-house day care, financial support for

transportation, an executive closet available for clients to obtain appropriate clothing for

j ob interviews) (HRDC Formative Evaluation, 2000, p.2l).

As designed, Taking Charge!proposed ongoing contact between the youth client and an

adult over an extended period of time to increase the overall effectiveness of this

program. The extended social contact was intended to provide participants with a

structure as well as motivation to do well and to persist.

It must be noted that the three objectives for this program are aimed at reducing

dependency on the welfare system through attachment with the labour force (HRDC

Formative Evaluation,2000, p.39). Increasing the productivity cycle of the labour force

as a means of boosting economic growlh was included as a consequence of the former,

In other words, this program would benefit industries that in turn would contribute to

provincial economic growth and eventually lead to the improved conditions for labourers.

This program continues to exist today providing some services to single parents. It

operates on a reduced budget provided by the provincial government alone.
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Manitoba Trainins Stratesv

The Manitoba Training Strateglt identifies three goals in responding to Manitoba's labor

context to support economic growth and social well being (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba

Training Strategy, 2001, p.2). The first, to build a skilled workforce aligned with labour

market needs and emerging opportunities. Secondly, to enhance access to relevant

learning opportunities for all Manitobans, and finally, to create an integrated and high

quality education and training system.

Manitoba Training Strategt (MTS) identified Manitoba trends, consistent with trends

nationally and globally over the past ten years, as a point of departure. In Manitoba,

there is a continued long-term shift toward a service economy including health and

education. The manufacturing sector has become more export oriented, increasing by

22o/o whlle decreasing llYo in non-durable goods (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training

Strategy,200i, p.5).

The Manitoba Training Strategy emphasises that "educational attainment is conelated

with labour market success"(Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training Strategy, 2001,p.5). 
.

Statistics indicate that over the past 15 years, high-school dropouts are increasingly worse

off while those who have higher degrees are increasingly better off . Manitoba Training

Strategy concludes that skills learned in school are vocationally relevant and because the

possession of higher degrees are seen by employers as implying the possession of other

qualities - intelligence. motivation. persistence, and the capacity for hard work - they are

also useful in the labour market. Further, "once a student has dropped out of school. tlie
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evidence indicates that the earlier an intervention occurs, the better". Once a young

person has left school, government supports are limited to job search assistance, work

experience (ob creation) projects, wage subsidy programs, and training programs. Given

the importance of education to employability and lifetime earnings, an obvious strategy,

according to this initiative, for helping high school dropouts is to help them go back to

school. While evidence suggests that high school academic upgrading on its own

produces little in the way of employment and earnings gains, a high school diploma can

provide additional options since so many other programs require a diploma as a

prerequisite. It enables entry to post-secondary education that does increase subsequent

employment opportunity (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training strategy,2001, p.5).

Employment rates in Manitoba's labour market have improved significantly over the last

few years, to the point where the unemployment rate is the lowest since mid 1970s. As

the province approaches full employment, shortages of skilled workers are being reported

more frequently. The shift from high unemployment to very low unemployment is

changing the direction of labour market policy from job creation to dealing with skill

shortages (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training Strategy, 200r, p.7). There are

increasing demands for workers in both high and low skill areas. Occupations in high

demand of workers who have high skill levels include information systern project

managers and technical sales specialists. Workers with low skills in high demand include

construction labourers. This study indicates that in 1999,80% of Manitoba's employed

rvorkers had full time jobs, of those employed in part-time work, 78% did so by choice.
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The average duration of unemployment in Manitoba has declined from 19 to 1 5 weeks

between 1989 and 1999 (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training strategy, 2001, p.6).

The Manitoba Trainíng Strategy charges Manitoba Education and Youth with a great

deal of the responsibility in facilitating individuals, workers and employers in achieving

their learning and performance goals. One of the mandates of the Manitoba Training

Strategy is to build a skilled workforce aligned with labour market needs and emerging

opportunities (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training Strategy,200l, p.8).

The Manitoba Training Snategy proposes to make adult upgrading more responsive to

learners and employers (Gov. of Manitoba, Manitoba Training Strategy, 2001, p.g).

Strategies for accomplisliing this include; strengthening connections between Adult

Learning Centres (ALCs), literacy and post secondary programs, and employment. The

Manitoba Training Strategy promises support to ALCs that provide quality programming

relevant to community needs and to support programs that offer flexibility in course

schedules evening and weekend offerings. Adult learners pursuing a Mature Student

Diploma are encouraged to include Senior Years Apprenticeship Option credits in their

programs.

Finally the Manitoba Training Strategy promotes investigation into the development of a.

province wide common framework for "essential skills" and "employment preparation

programs" (Gov. of Manitoba, Manítoba Training Strategy, 2001,p. 1 1).
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This section sets out to establish characteristics of an official 'new' economy discourse.

Reference to the 'new' economy, includes a widely shared perceptions and generally

uncontested notions of a working environment in which valued labow is increasingly

urban, intellectual, automated, computer controlled and requiring less physical

involvement than ever before. Workers, according to this discourse, need to be personally

committed to investing in the development of their'employability skills'through a formal

process of lifelong learning. This discourse suggests that globalisation is so pervasive

and iresistible a force that local govemments are powerless to alter its course

(Government of Canada,Initiative on the New Economy. 2000, p.l).

Framework of a "New" Economy Discourse

The following section identifìes a number of charactedstics upon which a common

perception of the 'new' economy rests. These characteristics are founded in some

interesting assumptions. First of all, in the 'new' economy, some workers will be in

higher demand and more valued than others (Government of Manitoba, 2002, High

Demand Occupations of Manitoba). Workers are expected to adjust their training and

location to fluctuations in this demand. With the adoption of freer trade policies and

reduced geograpliic trade barriers. the work often occurs far from where the product or

services are required. Production occurs where the cheapest resources and least

competition are available. Traditional roles and responsibilities of goverrunent, private

enterprise, and labour have been bluned. Strategic partnerships are formed that often

result in an improved economic bottom line but disadvantage the w'orker through lower
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wages and benefits. The use of Information Communication Technology contributes to

the increasing pace of production, marketing and distribution of goods and services.

Occupational Change: High Skill and Low Skill Jobs are Increasine

A world of the new economy is one in which Information Communications Technology

(ICT) promotes global competition - not just for clothing and entertainment electronics,

but also for insurance, banking, and other non-material supports (Chinien, Moratis,

Boutin, and van Baalen, 2002, p.7). Investment, particularly in ICT, buys new ideas not

new machines, the machines themselves because of an ever-shortening life cycle to

obsolescence, are a less secure investment. Consequently, innovation is more highly

valued than mass production. Production systems in this economy are computer

controlled and designed to be flexible enough to respond to the unique demands of

individual consumers rather than relying on traditional marketing strategies that create

massive demands for an identical product. This economy supports "knowledge-based

employment, employment characterised by "flexible responsive production, dedicated to .

excellence and customer satisfaction, decentralised control, increased co-operation

betw'een labour and management" (Chinien, Moratis, Boutin, and van Baalen, 2002,

p.37)' While the number of high skilled jobs has increased, so have the number ofjobs

reqtriring few skills (Gov. of Man., Manitoba Training Strategy, 2001,p.6). In some

situations the two trends are related, for example, numerically controlled machines

(automation) removes control over decision making on the shop floor and gives

maximum control to management. Trade w'orkers (e.g. printers. machinists) once

enjoyed considerable autonomv based on the experlise they required for completing tasks'
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(Ntzer,1977,pp.252-255), automation and computer controls has replaced the tasks and

reduced the autonomy. Hence some de-skilling is occurring.

While technological advancement has played a significant role in the de-skilling of

traditional trade processes, it is not the only force at work here. Governments are under

constant pressure to maintain employment levels and employ political strategies that also

have an impact on the nature of the work that is available to citizens within their

jurisdictions.

Black and Chernomas ( 2000, p.2), suggest that "Balanced budget" legislation introduced

by the Filmon Progressive Conservative government in 1995 constrained economic

activity at that time so as to focus economic development on "getting big" and "adding

more jobs" even if the jobs were low paid and poor quality jobs. Black and Chernomas

argue that getting more jobs does little to help residents earn higher incomes and enjoy a

better quality of life. Black and Chernomas offer critique of the former government, there

is little evidence to indicate that economic development priorities of the current New

Democratic Party government is shifting its focus from getting "more jobs" to boosting

minimum incomes and creating better paid jobs and w'orking conditions for Manitoba

labourers. In 2000, the Doer government chose not to increase the minimum wage to

56.25 as recommended by the Minimum Wage Board (Scarth, 2000,p.1). While it is true.

that young people have always faced the formidable challenge of discovering their

capabilities and skills, they must norv also try and guess rvhich skills will still be in

demand ilt the future. Lifelong learning, self-paced learning, on-site education, just-in-
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time education, any place any time, ability to innovate and learn, learning how to learn

are all terms used to describe "Essential Skills for the New Economy" (Chinien, Moratis,'

Boutin, and van Baalen, p.36). As defined, neither on-site training nor formal courses

work alone can develop the generic "essential/employability" skills required of workers

in the new economy.

Human Resource Development Canada identifìed a list of "enabling skills" required of

workers to compete successfully for employment in the global economy. These essential

skills include ability to read, write, calculate and execute computer applications, the

ability to think, analyse and solve problems, learn independently, exercise responsibility,

adapt to a range of situations, communicate effectively, and work in a team environment

(HRDC, Essential Skills, 2000, pp.1-4).

Finally, supply-side measures (preparing youth). on their own, cannot solve youth labour

market problems. Parallel strategies on the demand-side (employment), to ensure the

availability of and access to employment opportunities, must be part of any coherent set

of labour market policies. In this respect, goveütment partners with the private sector in

the provision ofjob opportunities for youth. With better preparation, youth will obtain

and retain employment - but only ifjobs exist.
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Increased Mobilitv of Labour and Dislocation

The expansion of the free market systems is central to the new "global" economy. The

collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 ended, at least temporarily, the debate between

market economies and planned ones. The new economy, claim its advocates, is about the

unprecedented power of global markets to innovate, to create new wealth, and to

distribute it more equitably.

The production and the distribution of goods and services are, in this ideal, unrestricted

by political or geographic boundaries. Correspondingly, a mobile labour force with the

right skills and at the right price is required. "To succeed in the global, knowledge based

economy, where highly skilled people are more mobile than ever before, a country must

produce, attract and retain a critical mass of well-educated and well-trained people"

(Government of Canada, 2000, Achieving Excellence. .., p.8).

Rapid pace, dynamism, and fierce levels of competition are all distinguishing

characteristics of new economy businesses. in Manitoba's new economy, the

organisations that prosper and grow are able to respond to increasingly shorter product

life cycles, greater consumer choice, while maintaining or reducing prices. The fast

growing entrepreneurial companies ("gazelles"3) attribute their successes to several

factors, networking/co-operation (strategic partnerships and networking), manage

information to maintain a constantly innovative state through ICT, and constantly

innovate to meet individual consumer needs (Chinien- Moratis, Boutin, and van Baalen,

2002, p.9).
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On the human side, employees experience high stress levels from working conditions that

include insecurity, instability, as well as economic risks. Bruce Alexander describes the

dislocation in human terms... "In otder for free markets to be free, the exchange of

labour, land, currency, and consumer goods must not be encumbered by elements of

psychosocial integration such as clan loyalties, village responsibilities, guild or union

rights, charity, family obligations, social roles or religious values" (Alexander,2001,

p.2).

Technoloeical Literacv: Lifelonqf,çarnine and Essential Emplovabilitv Skills

An illustration of the federal government's perspective on work and leaming is

represented in "Initiative on the New Economy 2000". This document identifies

education, and lifelong learning as one of the four research priorities. Educational

institutions are expected "tofulrtl major economic and socÌal goals, to educate citizens to

respond to the needs of a knowledge íntensive and technology based labour market, and

to prepare individuals for learning and acquiring new skÌlls throughout their lifetimes"

(Gov. of Can., Initiative on the New Economy, 2000, p.10). This discoulse of work

suppofis the view that the future ofjobs and the economic health of our country depend

on producing highly skilled workers. The Standards, Planning and Analysis Division of

Human resources Development Canada has developed'Essential Skills Profiles' claiming

that "workers who have these 'essential skills' at the levels required for their desired

occupations will have "enhanced employability" opportunity (HRD c,2000, p.2).

3 companies rvith a sales growth of at least 200/oper year for consecutive years
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'Technological literacy' is promoted as an academic standard in today's free market

society. "Free" market society, ironically, require the on going presence of powerful

control systems including carefully engineered management, advertising, taxation, and

mass media techniques that keep people buying, selling, working, borrowing, lending,

and consuming at optimal rates, suppressing any new social structures that spontaneously

arise in modern families, offices. or factories (Beniger, 1986). Government documents

reviewed suggest that school curriculum factor rather heavily in this process.

Corporate Alliances: Private Sector. Government. and Labour Partnerships

Participation in production, where information is the raw material, requires a skill set that

conventional education alone cannot guarantee to provide. The mandate of education is

increasingly dehned in terms of vocationally oriented outcomes including "higher order

thinking skills" and looks to partnerships between education, govefitment, and industry to

deliver. Information is increasingly easy to produce and to access> but more diffìcult to

control than the material goods of previous economies. ICT can process and transport

'ideas' anywhere, cheaply and almost instantly. The basis of industrial power, production

and distribution, are increasingly taken for granted while innovation and marketing are

increasingly valued.

There is evidence that rather than co-operating, industry and government/education

continue to find rvays to blame each other for not doing enough to solve the "skilled

labour" problem. Governments continue to measure there successes in terms

"employment rates" and "enLolments" in formal education/training programs
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(Govemment of Manitoba, Throne Speech, 2002). Industry emphasises the shortage

highly skilled labour and is critical of an education system inability to respond to rapíd

technological change (Taylor,2000, p.40). Meanwhile, the vulnerability of those who

labour for minimum wage remains high, regardless of how much education they have or

how "essential" the work that they perform is.

Information Communication Technol o gy

Information, the raw material of the Age of Information, is more widely accessible to all.

With globalisation and the new economy comes the promise of increasing information

exchange resulting in greater understanding, acceptance, and inclusion ofother cultures.

allowing democracy to triumph over autocracy and acceptance to replace racism.

Economically, information technology provides an alternative pathway to affluence to

one followed by founders of previous industries in steel and glass. Production plants

manufacturing 'concepts' are prolific, as they do not have the prohibitive production li¡e

costs associated with traditional manufacturing. Microsoft owner Bill Gates, reputedly

the world's richest man, provides an example of this fundamental shift in the values of

capitalism. The rules of competition are changing to favour companies like Microsoft

over paragons of the industrial age (e.g. IBM or General Motors). Microsoft's rise to

economic power is attributed to Bill Gate's ingenuity surrounding the'commodification'

of information in the new economy.

Three trends that contribute to the "information technology revolution" are the u,orld-

rvide proliferation of computing devises, dramatically decreasing costs of computing. and.
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decreasing data costs (Chinien, Moratis, Boutin, and van Baalen, p.10). Information

communication technology (ICT) is seen to be one of the major driving forces of the new

economy.

New information and communication technologies (ICT) is having a dramatic effect on

how youth are being prepared for work as well as in defining the meaning and purpose of

work. The "human capital" discourse is tied to economic change, and it calls on

individuals to invest in themselves, or for govemments to share in the costs of education

and training with private sector partners. In times of low unemployment, school

attainment levels affirm official assertions about the societal return on investment from

education. Where once a strong back and a will to work guaranteed steady employment

for the less-educated. youth now find themselves in low-paid, high-turnover seruice

sector jobs. Human capital development is promoted as a critical element in maintaining

an economic competitive edge requiring workers to not only compete their routine tasks,

but to participate in improving the processes, products, and services in which they are

involved. Human capital, effective and efficient "performance" based on knowledge, is

said to be the "driver of the new economy" but who determines what "performance" is

valued and which not? There has been rapid grou'th in both high skill (iobs requiring

post secondary) and low skill jobs. This trend has resulted in a disproportionate number

of youth, women and older w'orkers, regardless of their education, in low skill part{ime

and minimum wage jobs. In comparison with adults. youth continue to have lower labour

force participation rates and higher unemployment rates and the gap in unemployment

rates grow between these two groups continues to grow (Foot. 199g, p.g9).
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World Wide Markets and Competition

Advocates of the new economy suggest that manufacturers who remain successful

contend with fierce competition from a much broader geographic area and a much

shorter innovation cycle. Companies continuously shrink (downsize, right size, re-

structure) in terms of numbers of employees in order to show healthy economic growth.

Dominance in the marketplace is increasingly based on a company's ability to remain

innovative in responding to constantly changing consumer demands rather than relying

on the scarcity of their product. The workers of western industrialised countries have

come to accept rapid change as a constant. The stress and anxiety that accompanies this '

level of uncertainty is rapidly coming one of its hallmarks of the new economy.

Where once a university degree virtually guaranteed a steady, middle-class income, we

can now point to alarge number of unemployed or underemployed graduates. Yet, the

principle source of labour market preparation of youth remains with the school system.

As it is known that people with more formal education do better than those with less,

current strategies are built around keeping youth in school. In addition, a commitment to

"economic" efficiency promotes the use of the current education system as much as

possible rather than building an alternate program delivery infrastructures to deal with

youth after they drop out. School-based programs claim to focus on prevention rather

than remediation. There is a very overt and apparent trend to adopt formal academic

education as a means to develop the core work skills (employability skills, essential

skills, and technical literacy) as defined by Human Resource Development Canada or the

conference Board of Canada, a combined government/industry sector groups
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(Conference Board of Canada, 1992, p.2). officially, there appears to be only two

legitimate options, one is "full time employment", the other in formal education. While

the "quality" of the employment tends not to be a concern from an official perspective,

the education and training supports available focus potential candidates on the "hot

occupations".

The Conference Board of Canada's "employability skills", and Human Resource

Development Canada's "essential skills" or more recently "enabling skills" point toward a

trend that would see the standardisation of a skill set required for employment, in any of

the "new' economy industry sectors (HRDC, 1998, pp.6-12). Rationale for the "generic

skills' movement includes: helping people perform specific tasks required by their

occupation, providing workers with the foundations to learn skills that are more

occupation specifìc, and enhancing the worker's ability to adapt to workplace change.

These generic skill sets include the ability to read, write, calculate and execute basic

computer applications. They also refer to one's ability to think, analyse and solve

problems; learn independently (and continuously), exercise responsibly, adapt to a range

of situations; communicate effectively; co-operate with others; and work in a team

environment. "Essential skills" are coupled with attitudes such as drive, determination,

enthusiasm, and commitment, and claiming that these are also broadly recognised as

building blocks for productive participation in the work force (Chinien, Moratis, Boutin,

and van Baalen, 2002, p.22).

Research establishes a link between "functional literacy" and productivity, according to

one study, illiteracy costs Canadian society and Canadian Business billions of dollars
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annually (Chinien, Boutin, and Letteri,1997). The International Labour Organization

(2002) identifies three roles for increasing "functional literacy" through basic education

(grade school). The ILO proposes that beyond literacy and numeracy, basic education be

intended to develop learners capacity to improvise and to be creative and in general equip

learners to deal with the complexities of a rapidly changing world. Secondly, to develop

children's social skills as well as an understanding of citizenship as well as the culture of

work. Finally, to focus on "foundation" skills including problem solving, learning new

skills, computer literacy, and gaining a fundamental grasp of simple scientific knowledge

and technology.

There is significant alignment within the discourses of governments (provincial and

federal), business and industry, as well as government/ industry consortiums (e.g.

Conference Board of Canada) as these relate to the labour market in the new economv.

The frve elements comrnon to the discourse of both transition-to-work programs \Ã/ere

identified. Official discourses were characterised by predictions of increasing: numbers

of high skill and low skill jobs, mobility of labour and corresponding dislocation,

frequency of partnerships between business/ government and education, use of

information technology, and world wide competition as trade barriers are removed.

Although less overtly stated, but none the less common, these discourses are essentially

urban and secular .

Summarv
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The difference in response between the two consecutive Manitoba governments is

sufficient to warrant speculation that the image of "globalisation" as monolithic and

inevitable is contestable. The examination of two separate transition-to-work initiatives,

in terms of the conditions that precipitated them, makes it apparent that differences in

response to the labour market of the "new" economy may be mediated by ideology.

Tlie Progressive Conservative goveûìment's response to the labour market of the new

economy was challenged in several areas. The PCs dramatically increased exports to the

US, increasing the risk of trade deficit as the exchange rates rose. (Black and Silver,

1999,p.31). Over this period, in fact imports grew faster than exports despite efforts of

the government. This had an impact on the number and quality ofjobs available to

Manitobans. Employment opportunities did increase during this period but this did not

curb the pattern of out-migration from the province as was intended. Also, average

weekly and hourly earnings during this period declined. These are inclicators of the

limited success of the low wage strategy adopted by the Conservative government (Black

and Silver, 1999. p.3l)

The PCs claim that the deficit had been eliminated in economic telms was only apafüa|

reckoning. Manitoba's poverty rate continued to be among the highest in Canada during

this period. Public expenditure on education, health, and social services experienced

massive cuts, creating socio-economic deficits that are still evident (Black and Silver,

1999,p.32). The increase in investor confidence and resulting capital investment in

Manitoba did not occur. Capital investment in Canada remained lower than during the
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previous NDP government regime despite strenuous efforts and claims of success by the

Conservative government in this area. (Black and Silver, 1999, p.32).

The TC! initiative, endeavoured to change a "culture of poverty" (HRDC Formative

Evaluation, 2000, p.14) by connecting single parents with employment under the threat of

removing social support benefits. The subsequent government did not continue this

initiative.

The Manitoba Training Strategy outlines an alternative economic growth strategy

developed at the 2000 Century Summit by business, labour, aboriginal, education and

community leaders from across Manitoba. There are some familiar themes in the

Strategy but also some departures from the previous Progressive Conservative approach.

Familiar aspects of the discourse include a commitment to lifelong learning described in

terms of formal education like doubling college enrolment and supporting a quality

public education system even though Canada already ranks number one in the r,vorld for

enrolment at universities and colleges as a proportion of the population (Schwab, K.,

Porter, M., Sachs, J.,2002, pp.28-52). Computer literacy programs for Manitoba schools

and the promotion of knowledge-based industries as the future of economic growth in

Manitoba continues. These industries would include leading edge growlh industries

such as biotechnology and be established in rural and northern Manitoba.

There is significant agreement in certain areas of emphasis by both governments.
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Higher employment rates over the past decade shift the focus from "creating more jobsi'

to "remediating skill shortages." The two govemments concur on the use of formal

educational institutions, colleges and universities to respond. MTS places more emphasis

on Adult Education Centres (AEC), and apprenticeships. Both governments encourage

local 'big business' to provide minimum wage jobs that provide fewer opportunities for

employee advancement or job enrichment.

A number of characteristics identified in the November 27 ,2002 Speech from the Throne

differentiate the economic landscape under the NDP government from the previous

regime. Annual job creation in Manitoba since 1999 is double the annual job creation

during the previous decade. College and university enrolment is up I9o/o over the same

period, and Manitoba is one ofjust three provinces in Canada to have recorded

investment growth in each of tlie past three years. Manitoba's unemployment rate is one

of the lowest in Canada and income assistance rolls have fallen to their lowest level in

two decades. Manitoba achieved the lowest rate of youth unemployment in the country.

The current government's metric of success is slowly shifting from'Job creation" to "skill

development". There is no direct mention in the Manitoba Training Strategy of

monitoring overall per capita "income growth" as a measure of a govemment's success.

There are two notable differences in policy between the former Progressive Conservative

(PC) government and the New Democratic Party QrIDP). The NDp appear ro use

govefiìment investment as a central means of stimulating economic growth, w'hile the PC
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govemment cut public expenditure stimulating a more competitive climate for private

investment. For the PC government, exports to the south were to be the engine to drive

economic growth. This policy combined with opportunity created by the Canada-US free

Trade Agreement facilitated the degree to which globalisation and "continentalization"

was promoted. Jobs were created and Taking Charge! was designed to see these

vacancies filled.

The proliferation of market forces, freer trade, widespread deregulation combined with

what appears to be the reduction of protectionist barriers has stimulated the movement of

capital and facilitated local companies in establishing markets globally. Friesen's

Corporation (Altona), Walinga Inc.(Carman), Loewen Windows (Stienbach), Ceridian

Canada (WirLnipeg), and Buhler Manufacturing (Morden) are a few southern Manitoba

businesses representative of organisations viewed as competitive on an international and

global scale. Globalisation has created new opportunities for Manitoba industries. For

consumers and avowed capitalists promoting the location and development of trans-

national corporations in one's community is viewed as a positive development. This is

consistent with an understanding of economic growth, vigorous trade, individual choice,

cheaper consumer goods. and promoting higher living standards, as a means of building

human capabilities. The new economy nanative is very much apparent in the provincial

party politic.
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This study involves a comparison of the perceptions of 'work'held by'youth'who have

dropped out of high school with an'official discourse'determined from a critical review

of selected Government of Manitoba documents.

Chapter III: METHODOLOGY

Method Description and Rationale

Explorations of research methodology most suited for approaching the research topic

suggested that a qualitative research method might be most appropriate. This research

involved individual's stories about their working lives and experiences compared with an

accounting of work as viewed by govemment organisations and described in official

documents. The qualitative research originally envisioned would consist of tluee

components: (1) analysis of government documents (2) interviews with research

participants, (3) fìeld notes and transcriptions, rich in detail, describing each research

participant's experience, and (4) interpretative analysis (Taylor & Bogdan, pp.7-10)

I required a method of data collection and an approach, which would allow me to

research the question. The reconstruction of a narrative based on five interviews in order

to provide data for analysis and comparison with characteristics of an official discourse.

The selection of a qualitative/ phenomenological approach coincides with my

understanding of how knowledge is constructed and created. This approach provided the

potential to research a complex phenomenon, a truly human response to a lived

experience of work. From the outset, my deepest concerns are that the outcomes of this

study be credible. transferable, dependable, and conhrmable ,,vithin the narrowly defined 
'

limitations previously identified.
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My approach to the literature survey for this qualitative study does not follow a

conventional research model. The literature selected for review was essentially guided by.

topics emerging from a combination of dialogue with the research participants and the

critique of government documents. I sought theoretical foundations in the literature that

coincided with emerging directions that became apparent as the interviews and document

analysis proceeded. The survey of literature undertaken in this study progressed in

response to my endeavour to understand differing discourse, where the dominant

discourse was contested and inadequate and where it was affirmed.

METHODS SUMMARY

A qualitative/ phenomenological approach to the research was adopted. I believe a

phenomenological perspective to be best suited to provide insight into how youth

construct their realities of learning and work and how this reality aligns with an "official

discourse" of work promoted within schools and within other public institutions.

Individuals develop their own definitions of objects and of other people with w.horn they

interact. These definitions serve as a framework for understanding the w-orld and as a

basis for action (Berger and Luckman,1967,p.177). In exploring the question, a

dilemma in selectìng an approach arose based on whether interests to be explored were

philosophical or phenomenological. My interests are clearly focused on "the essence of .

lived experience" of research participants hence a phenomenological approach was

adopted' This study endeavours to identify an "official" discourse from a critique of

provincial government transition-to-work programs. Elements and characteristics of an

"unofficial" discourse are pursued through collaboration with select youth.
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The approach reflects my belief that examining what these youth believe; how they think'

things got to be this way; and how they feel about the way things are, will lead to a more

comprehensive understanding of the impacts of "new economy" rhetoric as it is played

out among certain at risk Southern Manitoba youth.

The methodology selected and research design is intended to provide an opportunity to

observe a common phenomena "work" from two distinct perspectives then to stand back

from these and make some observations that may assist in deepening the understanding

of both perspectives. This approach will facilitate the process of making more explicit

the discourse implicit in both perspectives. The framework of topics selected as an

initial guide to dialogue with participant informants is based on themes originally

identified by Jeremy Rifkin in The End of Work (1995). They are:

o Jhe extent to which employment is a measure of self worth and
conversely the effect of self-esteem on the type of employment selected
and pursued.

Research Desiqn

Perceptions around decreased opportunities for full time employment and
long-time job security compared to an increase in part-time work and
contracting out services.

Understanding of "new skills" for automation & information/
communication technology and subsequent impact.

Acknowledgement of stress induced by the hurried pace of computer
culture (e.g. the loss of autonomy, increasing impatience of employers
and employees on the work site)
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Government Document Review and Analysis

A review of select provincial government documents describing transition-to-work

initiatives is undertaken in the literature review to establish elements and parameters of

an "offìcial discourse" on work in Manitoba's new economy. The discourse of the current

economy is placed in an historical context of previous economies. The image evolving

from this "official' discourse analysis will be compared and contrasted with what this

study refers to as an "unofficial" discourse evolving from interviews with drop out youth.

Specific documents selected for analysis are " Taking Charge ! " and the " Manitoba

Training Strategy". These specific provincial initiatives were selected for analysis for

several reasons:

1. Multiple Ievels of government (e.g. Federal and Provincial) directly supported
both programs.

2. At the Provincial program development level, both programs included
Manitoba Education as well as other government departments.

3. Both programs involved external partnerships with business and industry in a
significant way.

4. Both of these programs were recommended to me as possibilities for review
by provincial civil servants and members of HRDC that were involved in the
design and implementation of both programs.

It is anticipated that, through analysis, common characteristics of an official discourse

will emerge w'ith sufficient clarity as to allow comparison with an "unofficial" discourse

emanating from dialogue with research participants.
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Taking Charge!is a joint federal-provincial program introduced by the Progressive

Conservative Government (Department of Family Services and Department of Education

and Training) in partnership with Human Resources Development Canada. TC! was

designed to enhance employability of youth on income assistance through training and./or

work experience. An important objective of TC! was to forge partnerships with the

community broadly defined to include business, social services. educational institutions

and the non-profit sector. With a budget of $26 million over a five-year period (from

1994 to 1999), TC! was intended to test an innovative model for delivering rhese

services.

The Manitoba Training Strategy, Consultation Draft (2001) supported by the New

Democratic Party,identifies three objectives in support of economic growth and social

well being (Government of Manitoba. 2001 , p.2). These include building a skilled

workforce aligned with labour market needs and emerging opportunities, enhancing

access to relevant learning opportunities for all Manitobans, and creating an i¡tegrated

and high quality education and training system (Govemment of Manitoba, p.8). This

document proposes that increasing mobility and access for learners by enhancing

arliculation and credit recognition. improving co-ordination and integration of federal and

provincial employment programs. and labour market services, programming equality and.

continuous improvement of the training delivery system is essential and inevitable

(Government of Manitoba. 2001, p. 1 5).

The documents representing these government initiatives on labour force development

maintained a predorninately "instrumental" perspective on employment. These
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documents represented a perspective based on the strategies proposed in order to

successfully engage Manitoba youth in an economy that was seen to be rapidly changing.

The approach to labour force preparation is indicative of each respective government's

view of what the labour market of the new economy actually is. This official

representation, in many ways, fell short of including the perspectives, concerns, and

experiences of disenfranchised drop-out youth that I had experience in working with. It

is this alternative reality that I term an "unofficial discourse" and that I desire to

understand more fully in terms its commonalties, overlap and difference with an

"official" discourse as represented in the language of transition-to-work programs.

Protocol for Involving the Research Participants

Five research participants from Southern Manitoba were identified and interviewed twice

over a 12-week period that began in May and was completed in September,2002. Each

participant's story was collected through a series of interviews and follow up contacts.

The recruitment protocol followed a sequence in keeping with guidelines established by

the University of Manitoba, EducationÀ{ursing Ethics Board (see Appendix II). Initially,

three superintendents in Southern Manitoba were contacted by telephone and

subsequently by letter, where I explained the research and requested permission to make

contact with instructors at Adult Education Centres in their respective School Divisions.

In the initial telephone contact I explored the purpose and design of rny research in

general terms. I made it clear that neither the participants nor anyone associated with the

study would be placed at any risk and that there would be no form of deception used in
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this study. I also agreed to forward a summary of my finding to the office of each

superintendent upon completion. Each of the superintendents granted me permission to

proceed with the study in their Division and provided me with the names of instructors at

Adult Education whom I would be able to contact.

i relied heavily on the assistance of the teachers at the Adult Education centres to

introduce me to potential informants who might be interested in meeting with me to talk

about participating in this study. I explained the purpose and methods of my study to the

educator as well as the criteria for selecting candidates. I explained that when these

youth had been identified and briefed about the study, I would like to meet briefly ( I 0- I 5

min.) with each potential informant to explain this study as well as leave them with a

consent form to complete if they decided to participate. Timing became an issue because

by now it was nearing the end of the school year (mid June,2002) and many of the Adult

Education students had finished their studies and were no longer in direct contact with the

Adult Education Centres. None the less the instructors were very helpful in providing me

with the nalnes of potential candidates. In some cases the instructor had made contact

with the students ahead of time to verify their interest and in other cases not. I noted that

on the list of names of potential participants that I was developing, women generally out

numbered men.

I found that the prospective participants were often difficult to reach (non-functioning

telephone numbers, answering machines but no call-backs. or simply no answer). On

several occasions meetings that I had scheduled with prospective research participants
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were no-shows. In these cases, I waited for up to an hour beyond our appointment time

for participants to arrive. I did not follow up on no-shows, however I did leave my phone

number with them on initial contact in case they wished to contact me. None of the no-

shows made subsequent contact. I also observed that all of the no-shows were male. I

had only one occasion where I met with and explained the study to a prospective research

participant who met all of the criteria then subsequently decided not to participate. The

"lack of time" was cited as a reason.

In the initial meeting, I explained my motives and intentions surrounding my study and I

probed for a sense of tlieir interests, experience, and understanding in this area. I would

explain the criteria for participation and in order to get a sense of eligibility. The pre-

screening by Adult Education instructors (based my criteria) resulted in my meeting with.

candidates who did fit. The criteria required that the research participants be

o Southern Manitoba4 resident

' range in age from 18 and 30 years old (HRDC definition of Youth)
o in the process of completing high school through an "Adult Education

Program".
. either unemployed or under employed
. willing to parlicipate in at least two interviews.

None of the subjects who were identified for participation in the research by the Adult

education instructors presented any apparent disabling characteristics (e.g. physical.

emotional, cognitive) that might make them especially vulnerable or require extra

measures. My initial conversation rvith the Adult Educator included a request to remain

inclusive, however after interviewing all of the participants for the fìr-st time I worried

{ Ficticious names of torvns have been used to protect the anonymity of the panicipants (e.g. Hachy,
Bodden, Franklin. Caldwell. Greyton, and Garset)
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that the candidates who agreed to meet with me may have represented the "most

dedicated" students rather than a full cross-section. As the interviews progressed this

became less of a concern.

I would also wanted to get a sense of their time schedule and calendar to determine when

and if we could actually meet. I would leave potential informants a "Consent Form" and

set up a subsequent meeting time. I explained that in addition to a theme or topic for

discussion I would try to explain the pu{pose of each topic to be explored. Each

participant was interviewed twice. All the first interview transcriptions were complete

before initiating the second round of interviews so that emerging themes could be

recognised and more deeply probed. In the second interview, the participant was given

opportunity to review the transcription of the fìrst interview, rnake any changes, elaborate

on any aspects, as well as to comment on any new emerging themes. Sources of new

themes included aspects that individuals had thought about since the first interview or

themes that arose with other participants I had interviewed.

Opportunity for feedback and debriefing occurred at the outset of the second intervierv as.

well as at the end of both interviews. Transcriptions of the first interview dialogue

provided the first opportunity for serious reflection by the research participant (piquemal,

2001, pp.65-79). Eventually both transcriptions were made available to the research

participants: the second transcript was mailed along with an invitation to meet again if

there were any additions of subsequent reflections.
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Southem Manitoba Demo graphic Context

According to the June i 999 Canadian Business Count, there were 24,685 businesses in

Southern Manitoba. Agricultural & Related Services are the top employers for all areas

at 46Yo or 11,267 . The second leading industry is Retail Trade - 2,335 (9%) followed by

the Construction 1 ,873 (8o/o), Other Services 1,613 (1%) and Transportation & Storage

l,2|3(5%).TheindustriesthatwereonepercentageorlessareFishing&Trapping>

Logging & Forestry, Mining, Quarying & oil wells and communicarion & other

Utility, Government Service and Educational Service. The March 2000, Labour Force

Survey estimates released by Statistics Canada reflected an unadjusted unemployment

rate of 5.2o/o for Manitoba. The unemployment rate in Southern Manitoba, currently

5.7%. Typically unemployment rates in Southern Manitoba are lower than the rest of the

province.

initially, this region was a mix of German, Jewish and Anglo-Saxon merchants.

Agriculturally based Mennonites flocked to the area from old-Imperial Russia at the turn

of the last century and soon, their numbers outgrew all the others combined. The

traditional values and deep religious convictions (apparent from comments made by

research participants) continue to prevail in this region (often referred to as the "bible

belt" of Manitoba). The highest concentration of Mennonites in Canada is found in

Manitoba. Mennonites in Manitoba are made up of a plurality of groups. united by a

common nalne. Canada's Mennonites represent different ethnic origins, geograpliic

locations, cultural traditions and customs, varying theological positions, and most

noticeably, differing degrees of accommodation to the surrounding society. Mennonites
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trace their origins to the Protestant Reformation of i 6th century Europe. At the heart of

their faith is a belief in the authority of the Bible, discipleship, adult baptism and a

commitment to peace and non-resistance.

Towns in southern Manitoba serve as agricultural service centres for hundreds of area

farmers. The different soils in the area produce some very different crops. The clay loam

soils of the Red River Valley produce some of the best grain and oilseed crops on the

Canadian Prairies. The coarser, sandy soils are well suited to crops requiring irrigation

(e.g. potatoes, beans). These are valuable crops and have greatly contributed to the

wealth and subsequent rapid growth of communities in southem Manitoba.

Five youth agreed to participate in this research study. They met all of the criteria

established for participation. These youth agreed to share their insights surrounding their

experience of work in two intervier,vs. Participants were given copies of their intervierv

transcriptions following their interviews and invited to add to their comments, make

changes, or edit where they felt that this was necessary. Participants made occasional

changes to the transcript text (e.g. the recollection of tasks at a particular place of

employment, marks achieved during high school). All of the participants were

appreciative of the opportunity to review their transcripts and to keep a copy for their

own records.

Introduction to the Research Parlicipants:
Allison. Beth. Anne- Marie. Doue
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Allison
Allison lives just outside of Hachy. She is 25 years old and is a single parent with two

children. She is the eldest in a combined family and recalls the hardships of having to

take responsibility for her younger siblings. Allison laughs easily, talks quickly, and

presents a very practical perspective. She sits far back from the microphone, listens to my

prompts carefully and responds with an economy of words. She claims that her

motivation comes from the desire to be a good mom, to provide her kids with a home,

cloths, presents. "l grew up in a poor home. And I would rather my kids not have to do

the same thing"(p.5)

Allison dropped out of high school in Grade 12 when she became pregnant. When her

oldest son turned 4, Allison registered at the Adult Education Centre to complete her high

school. She plans become an "early-years" teacher on the inspiration of an empathetic

junior high teacher who "cared" about her during high school. She is in the process of

registering for courses at the local Distance Education Campus. She is the first person

from her family to endeavour university level edncation.

Allison claims a strong sense of independence. Although the father of her children still

lives in the area she has little to do with him and is raising her family alone. She has no

family in the area but has a few close friends rvho share baby-sitting responsibilities.

Her closest friends are not employed. Allison claims that she admires their strength of

character and their positive outlook on life. Allison is currently employed part time,

"about one shift per week' at a local restaurant. She recalls how diffìcult she found

moving about as a child. she has painful memories of being ver.y shy.
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Beth

Beth, at age25, is married with 3 children. She presents herself as outgoing, friendly,

energetic, and humorous. She lives with her husband, the father of their children, in a

small village between Garset, a small French speaking community, and Greytown.

Beth claims that her primary motivation to work is her family, putting money away for a

college fund for her kids, balancing other life stresses in favour of family commitments.

Beth dropped out of high school at the 9th grade, at age 16 with low self-esteem. She had

her first child by age 17. She is employed, part time as a short order cook at a restaurant

in Garset. Beth relies on paft time work because " I have three kids, and its hqrd to

manoge afulltime job, a husband, a house plus three children andfind Íime to teach them

rightfromwrong and just the basics." (p.3,l't Interview). She clairns to lack confidence

in the workplace.

Beth had just completed her high school through the Adult Ed Centre and claims that the

connection between learning and her self-esteem is very strong regardless of whether it is

formal or informal, through volunteering or paid employment. She aspires to a career in

nursing where she can be of service to others.

Beth empathises strongly with tlie role of Erin Brokovich played by Julia Roberts in the

Stephen Soderbergh film by the same name. She believes that current technology

reduces employment opportunities. Beth has observed some discrimination against her

orvn children around language causing her to change their school from Garset to

Greytown. at one point. She further observes that society does not provide a "level
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playing field" even today. She recalls being made fun of because the cloths that her

parents could afford for her were not fashionable.

She is optimistic and hopeful, emphasising the importance of finding some way to

balance her priorities, family, work, modest material gains, and her faith.

Anne

Anne is 23, single female and lives with her parents in Bodden. she is an easy

conversationalist, thoughtful and somewhat critically reflective. She currently works part-

tirne for the family owned and operated manufacturing business. Her immediate and

extended family are self-employed entrepreneurs. Outside of being employed at a fabric.

store for a brief period, the family plant has been her primary experience with work. She

takes some pride in being the first person in her family to work for non-family (p.1a).

She has health-related problems with her legs that prevent her from r.vorking full eight

hour days. She would like to fìnd alternative work that might be less physically

demanding. One of her primary motivationsis "Boredom. Desperation to do something

else. Uh--. yeah. I want to geî out." (p.9, 2nd interview). Anne says that she would like

to travel the world.

Anne attended public school to the completion of elementary but did not attend high

school. She took some high school courses by correspondence but found these

unsatisfying. She claims to have wanted to attend high school but that that w'as never an

option because her parents w-ould not allow it. They did not support her (or her siblings)
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in attending high school or post secondary. Anne is enrolled in a TESL (Teaching

English as a Second Language) program. Anne aspires to become a para-legal or a

lawyer; she has a friend who practices family law. She sees her training in TESL as part

of her career path into law. As a means of putting herself through university and as a

way of developing the communication skills that would enhance her ability in that

profession.

Marie

Marie is single female in her early 20s. She is living at home with her parents near

Caldwell. She is self confident, thoughtful, positive, well spoken and laughs easily. She

is deeply religious. Commenting on her experience living with the poor in Bolivia she

states "They were...well the way I sata) thent I kney, they needed a saviour and there

tuasn't enough people to go tell thent about Jesus." (p. 9, 1't interview).

She was withdrawn from public school in grade 4, was home schooled to Grade B. At

age 14 she was given the option to go to work at the family owned and operated metal

manufacturing business or to retum to school. She quit school, happily. From that time

to the present Marie has been is employed in the family home and the family business.

Marie claims that she has been helping out r.vith the family business from the time she

was 4 years old, stamping envelopes, pulling the levers to bend metal, and other odd jobs.

She is self-taught on the computer and currently works in the office at book keeping and

office management. She claims to value "the family" ahead of a personal "professional

career".
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Marie connected with the Adult Education Centre in Franklin ayear ago after travelling

to Bolivia for volunteer work at a mission school. She describes the curriculum at this

school as Christian Light Education, similar to the home school program that she

participated in between grade 4 and grade 8. Becoming a teacher in this program

requires that she complete her grade 12 as well as a locally delivered "teaching

progrums". Marie completed 4 of the eight credits that she requires for the Mature

student program. On completion of high school Marie plans to begin the teacher-training

program that would enable her to teach in the mission schools. She is currently learning

the Spanish language from a Computer Based Learning package that she purchased.

Doug.

Doug, aged29, and has been married for approximately four years. He speaks slow'ly

and chooses his words carefully. Doug was born and raised in the Bodden area and

claims to be quite comfortable to remain here. He wears a worn leather baseball cap,

jeans and jean jacket, very pleasant, positive, confident, he has a great laugh. Doug

describes the circumstances surrounding his leaving high school with two stories...

.-.llhen I started grade nine that -vuas goingfront the junior high moving across totvn into
the high school. And uh...initiation day, some guys thought that they yvould wrap my legs
aroundapoleanduh...beatntyfanùlyparts...andlwasjustavictint. Ihacln'tbrottght
this upon myself but I ran and they caught me. And some bígger guys saw what v,al
happening and îhese guys grabbed me. And I realised v,hat they were going to c{o to nte.
And I let them think they were going to get away with it. And when they...I-didn,t
fight.'.theyuh...loosenedoffforasecond. Andlkickedtwoofthenzancllpuncheclandl
fought like a cornered tontcat. And then those big guys cante and saved riy sorry butt.
And those big gtrys sntoked dope. And those big guys...these guys ytere ht¡o years older
than I was and they took nte under their wing. So fi.om day one, nD) choice of fi iencls

5-r.' This program is designed to prepare candidates to teach in Mennonite Christian schools in third world
countries. The curriculum included Bible studies as well as sorne pedagogical studies related to literacv
and numeracy
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went off the map, so to say. And uh...I started partying the day I hit grade nine not
knowing anything about it till then. (Laughs). (P.3)

So...uh partying...you don't do well in school. And then uh I quit school finding drugs
and alcohol more enjoyable. And uh...that came to o crashing end afier afriend
committed suicide because he was whacked out on drugs. And uh...I ssw what was
coming and then uh...didn't do anything about it and over dosed on cocaine one night.
And (deep breath)...uh...uh...Iwon't get...Iwon't getcompletelyreligious onyouhere...
but I uh...I saw how my parents raised me and that had nothing to do with the way I was
Iiving my life. So...I turned rny ltfe around completely. And...and it 's at that point that I
decided that now I could get married. Cause till then I didn't want to have anything to do
afentale that was into what I was into (laughs). So I maríed a nice girl and uh...Who it
tut'ns out also went through some of what I did. So we hsve an understanding. And
that's four years ago and we don't have any kids. (P.4)

Doug describes himself as naive and arrogant at the time he quit school. He claims to

have regretted it within two years of quitting. His back was not able to take the

physically demanding construction concrete work that he was involved in.

Doug left heavy construction work for work in a series of factories, to operating heavy

equipment. Doug is currently employed as a drag line operator in a gravel pit.

Bogdan and Biklen describe qualitative data analysis as "working with data, organising it

breaking it into manageable units, synthesising it, searching for patterns, discovering

what is important and what is to be leamed and deciding what you will tell others" (lgBZ,

p.145). The analysis of data in this study is primarily inductive with the critical rhemes

arising from the data. This methodology and the approach selected were intended to

facilitate analysis of two categories of discourse of work.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The initial data collected was from five rural youth through semi-structured inten iervs.

An inter-view schedule (see Appendix I) was used as a means of insuring that basicalll'
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each informant was prompted for the information in the same areas but there are no

predetermined responses and informants were probed for further insights within the

prescribed areas of inquiry. A preliminary survey of the literature produced topics of

discussion included on the interview guide.

The analysis process began with approximately 240 pages of interview transcripts, fîeld

notes, and govemment documents. The mechanics of handling this quantity of data

involved physically sorting and storing the many slips of paper. Analysis involved

identification of themes emerging from the raw data, through a process of "open-coding"

(Strauss and Corbin, 1990). During this phase I identified and tentatively named the

conceptual categories into which the responses could be grouped. My goal was to create

descriptive multi-dimensional categories that would form a preliminary framework for

analysis for the interviews as well as analysis of the goveûiment documents. These

categories were modified during subsequent stages of the analysis.

Research participants received the transcripts of our dialogue following each interview.

They were encouraged to reflect on, change and/or elaborate on any aspect ofthe

interview they felt required changing. Wrile this added to the work and the time required

completing the interviews I believe that it added substantially to the credibility of data

produced. I used a colour coding system in order to connect the information with the

source as I approached breaking down the raw data from the interviews into manageable

chunks.
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The next stage of the analysis, called "axial coding" (Strauss and Corbin,1990) involved

the re-examination of the categories identified to determine how they were inter

connected. The discrete categories identified in "open coding" are compared and

combined in new way so as to assemble the big picture. This process was roughly

repeated as I analysed the government documents for discourse characteristics.

The final stage involves translating this assemblage of information from both broad

sources, under the various categories, into a story line that would be comprehensible by

others. Ideally, this thesis would be a rich tightly woven account that closely

"approximates the reality it represents" (Strauss and Corbin, i990, p.51).

Although the stages of analysis are described here in a linear fashion, in practice some

occurred simultaneously and repeatedly. During axial coding, the initial categories were

revised leading to re-examination of the raw data. New data was collected (from

historical govefiìment documents) as the literature review evolved and as gaps appeared

as a result of informal analysis.

The methodology selected for this qualitative study is based on its most fundamental

premise that "no claims will be made." I have confidence that this approach provides an

opportunity to observe common phenomena from at least two distinct perspectives. The

différance in discourses will be seen to represent the degree to which the discour-se of the

research participant's intimate consent to participate in a new economy on the terms

prescribed by government representative of the larger society.
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN STUDY
Re-Construction of a "Need-To-Work

The discourse(s) within any given culture not only serves to facilitate communication

among citizens in their ongoing work but it also serves to keep everyone doing their work
and valuing their contributions (for better or worse) in the same way. A unified, fully
inclusive political community resulting from the initiatives of a dominant discourse can

never be fully realised since each discourse requires a perïnanently a'constitutive

outside' an exterior to the community that makes its existence possible"(Mouffe, lggl,
p.78). Hence competing discourses evolve. The narrative of research participants Doug,
Beth, Anne, Marie, and Allison provides a unique glimpse into one such subordinate

discourse. The extent to which participants see himlher self excluded or dominated is
determined by their own particular view of society. Every discourse that constitutes a

people always at the same time excludes a people, the 'excluded' are in fact necessary to
the construction of the dominant culture.

This section probes the working lives of five Southern Manitoba youth. One begins to
appreciate the power of narrative to transform (and to be transformed by) a particular
view of reality. In some instances the discourse appeared parallel while in others, there

seemed to be a wide gulf between the two. The research questions surrounding work
prompted dialogue that touched on a broad range of personal, family, cultural, and

societal issues' It became evident that "work" and the "need to work" was not an activity
isolated from other activities in their own personal lives, it is indeed a part of a much
larger discourse. In some way, narrative of these research participants stands in stark
contrast to the dominant discourse described in a previous chapter, partially because of
the rural context but more dramatically as a result of the local, cultural, and religious

beließ.

Introduction
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As the dialogue with each of the research participants developed, certain tendencies or

trends emerged. These emerging trends tended to be less definable in terms of common

elements than characteristics of the "official" discourse in the preceding chapter.

Research participants tended to combine work life with home life, religious life,

community life, and/or recreation. The worlc/life themes emanating from dialogue were:

work as a determinant of self worth, the need for growth, development, and self-

actualisation through work, the importance of personal integration at work, the need for

autonomy at work, the social and economic challenge of part time & minimum wage

work, new skills and technological literacy, and concern about dislocation.

When compared with themes from the analysis of the official discourse, overlap between

the private and the public discourse became more apparent. Comparing discourses

demonstrated the importance of applying différance, "both,/and." logic instead of

"either/or" logic when used to challenge the orthodoxy of the dominant belief.

Discourse of youth demonstrated a tendency toward post materialist values (e.g.

belonging, freedom, self-esteem and quality of life), well paid labour and work as a noble

cause' personal growth: formal education and development at work community at work

and global competition collaboration and bureaucratic hierarchy

The initial phase of each interview prompted narrative surrounding the connection

between one's self-esteem as a motivation to work. Responses evolved along four

thematic lines; attitudes toward one's self; growth, development, & self-actualisation

through work; personality integration at work; and autonomy in the work place.
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Dialogue with the research participants initially revolved around their aspirations

expressed in terms of 'wants'. Participant's 'want' established a baseline to understanding

his or her discourse surrounding their own "need to work". Sociologists 'Warr 
and Wall,

suggest that psychological wellbeing arises from our wants and is evidenced in our self-

esteem (Wan and Wall, l975,ppl7-18). They further suggest that the development of

self-esteem requires that to some reasonable extent that'wants' are being satisfìed.

Work as Determinant of Self V/orth

Doug claims to gain self-esteem in doing the job well, perfection from a personal

perspective as well as recognition from others is important to him. He has an

independent and entrepreneurial sense that he is working for himself and on his own

time. His own personal aspirations (wants) are more connected with his outside interest

in bench rest competition (target shooting) than his job. He has a need to be "true to

himself' and uses this time to find and develop his interests unrelated to the regular job.

Doug has deep religious convictions and claims that it is these values that enabled him to

stop his heavy drug and alcohol use and maintain his relationship with his wife. It is

through these means that he maintains his sense of self worth. Doug is characteristically

modest, as are his wants. He does not express his wants in terms of material wealth or

consumer goods.

Dotrg: 1...1 actuall."- err.ioyed my.job. I hated the shift 'uvo¡'k. 1...1 ran a... a...aloader.
And I enjoyed rny job. I rvas not tied to the punch clock like every body else at that plant
vt'as. Cause rny.job r.r,as to take a flat deck semito the field and thém loád it full of round.
bales and then con¡e back. So you couldn't be tied to a pLrrrch clock doing that because
half the rime I wasn'r e\¡en on ihe yard. (lntewiew I. p.5)

Doug: Solenjoyedthat. Butuh...mybosseswererniserableandtheretooitwasa...l
still feel it was bad It¡ck. This rvas in Greytown I knew no oue there and the shift leader
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of out crew rvanted one of his fiiends to do the job that I got. So that guy didn't wanr r-ne
thele from the first day. And that leally sholved itself right thlough the whole time that I
worked there. And then I had never done shift wolk. So we weni from days to evenin_qs
tonights. Andltriedtodosomethingabouttharandlfoundoutrhenandihererhat
uh---theydidn'tneedtotell methatbutyouareuneducated. Youaredoingdirtywork.
Youareanunrber. Yotrarenotworthmuchtous. Anddon'tevenbotherãskin-qfora
raise because there's rnany other people that woLrld fill your position. And
uh.'.huh..'That was how it went the whole time that I worked there. To the extent that I
went to the head of uh. . . the Manitoba Mill Operations '"vho lived in the same to."vn t¡at I
did and told him what rvas going ou. And he was a spineless ntan waiti¡g to retire who
as long as production u'as noving: it didn't ntatter tllat ulr...a forenlan haã said to rne
what he had said to n]e. He acknowledged that. That that was wrong to swear.and cuss
and say how they don't want you there but uh...gotta keep productioi going and that g¡y
does his job so that's how it went. (lnterview l, p.-5)

Doug: Eveu uh...sonlething like self esteem which l think often l took f'or granted and
fbr I clon't knorv why I thought this way. BLrt I startecì rvorking at this gravei pit running
these large machines when I was quite uh...still involved in the drugs ãnd alcohol. And
uh...it was uh...shortly after I started rvorking there that uh...it waJjust a bit of fluke that
the mechallic tatrght me ltorv to run the drag line which nobody else tnew lìow to do
there. And he quit the next year and that was seven years ago. And to this day I am the
only one that knows how to operate that nlachine. ,qnd thaidoes wonders for a g¡y,s
self-esteetn because yotr feel like you'reworth sonlething then. To have thís hundred
thousand dollar lnachine sitting there'uvhich nobody knows how to operate and after
uh...six years of operating it with nobody else the¡e knowing how to do it and the boss
hinlselfdoesn'tknorvllowandhelrasnointerestinteaching. Hedoesn't*un,,r.,.a--
teach anybody else. lt's rny responsibility. (lnterview l, p.j)

Dou-q: When I worked in Greytown at that straw ¡lill nlost of the people that wol.ked at
that plant were ft'onr tlh... Carsett and the surrounding region whiólr tinint are...are
trh.'.French.. And nothin-e against tlrose people but tlìe guys rhar were doing this.job...it
u'as seasonal labor¡r-..so those gu)/s. they couldn't care about ...r1ot that sea-sonal labour
rnakes you not care...
Doug: French or llo French the guys that wele also lunning tlle nrachines that I rvas
rttnning couldn't have given one iota about those machines. They were supposed to
grease thent. Nobody st'eased them because there's so rnany people op.ruiiirg on.
nlachi¡re' Nobody has to take responsibility for things that brLak or birrn out-ouer a
period of time. And that nlade me so angry that if the nlill would shut down because the
equiprnent was bloke in half. great we could 

-9o 
to the bar ancl drink insteacl. And even Ilikedtogotothebalit.iustlnadenrernad. AndIthinkIcorrplainedaboutthatwhe¡lI

started working at this gravel pit. I want responsibility. I want...l wanr to rnake monev
and I want to have a lesporrsibility so tlìat if nothing else I can nrake a t;nt" n.,o,= n.,ãn.y
than.iust some slack -iot.¡ labourer who doesn't care.lLaughs) (lntervíew I, p.6)

Doug expresses his 'wants' in terms of responsibility. He wanted to be recognised as

responsible even when his "trustworthiness" may be low because of his drug and alcohol

tlse' Periods of high drug and alcohol use and low self-esteem coincided with

employment where he had little or no responsibility at work, at secondary school, or in
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relationship. Doug expresses a strong "need to work" as a means of gaining and

maintaining his self-esteem. His hobbies, bench rest target shooting (Interview 1, p. I 1)

and wilderness camping (Interview 1, p. l0) both suggest the need for a great deal of self-

reliance and independence. These also provide a window on the sub-culture in which he

is a member. I would describe this group as "survivalist", individuals who take pride in

their ability to survive on the natural basics. Doug describes himself in term of his

productivity at work and his acumen as a wilderness camper and marksman.

In the dominant discourse, there is an implied dependence on infrastructure services

provided by the goveiltment (e.g. social services like education and employment

services). In exchange for these common services one pays taxes. While not completely

independent, Doug resists reliance on these services or at least claims not to take them for

granted.

Beth is motivated by her desire to help others. She has come to believe that hard work

hor,vever, is not enough. She believes that being educated and having credentials does not

necessarily level the playing fìeld either, that one must also be privileged with

"connections" in order to have an opportunity to know about a job, let alone compete for

it. Toward these ends she claims that completing her high school through the ALC

contributed more to her self- esteem than her experience at high school and subsequent

minimum wage jobs she has held. Her self esteem has improved and she has met others

who might assist her to achieve her goal of "helping others"

..' what was it gracle 6 or 7. I watched a little boy get hit by a car ancl I felt so helpless
cattse I did¡l't knorv \vhat to do or couldn't help hitn in anyway. So. Iguess that's kincì of
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what urged me to get tlre schooling. And then when something does happen then I will
know how to help therr (lnterview l. p. 9)

Fornle anyway tth. cattse I knorv I've seen nry sistels and some of them didn't finish high
school either and they.just. they pat me on the back and they say, "way to _eo. you did ñ.
Like I lnean you rnade a nlistake when you dropped out but look at yourself now. yo¡'re
there." Now l.iust want to go to colle_qe. I want to go to university. I don,t want to srop
leaming now (lnterview I , p. I l)

Before I would have looked at college and univer.sity and I would have said. " No way.
no way. Not at all. Not even... not even a thought. But after finishing the diploma and
feelingjust that feeling you get after you've accomplished something you'u. put your
mind too. And Iike it took me three years to fìnisb high school. guii¿iO it and now I
just want to keep going. (lnterview l, p.l2)

Yeah they are. I knorv I said thatto ntyself in grade 9 too. "l'm nevergoi¡g to need this.
what the heck do I rvanr rhat for?" and then I dropped out. And no* ih.niu"r you look
at an application fornl. )'ou can't put lìigh school diplonra on there unless you goì it. Rnd
it's the ones that have tlrat diplorna that willjurnp ahead of you so really you're the one
that gets knocked dow¡r to tlte bottonl of the pile if you dont have that. So... you really
do need that' A lot of thern say psst you don't need it and like I rrean its useless stuff.
You're going to learn about it now but you'll forget about it later. But. no. you don't.
(lnterview l. p.l3)

... Iknowwewerealr'va¡'5nraclefunofbecar¡servecot¡ldn'tafïordnewclothessor.ve
made dr¡e with second hand and the teasing was endless. Like I mean, it's to the point
rvhere a child says to rhemselves. "lts not womh it. Forget It", you know. Back ip ancl
just let the ones that can pay their way, let thenl first crãck and whatever's left is what
we'll get. (lrrterview l. p.2 l)

Beth: Yeah when I seen that nry kids u,ere taking their first steps and knowing I had
sornething to do with it. lt shows that yeah you are actually worth something. you're
doing sonrething rielrt anyway and then going back to school, ¡row I'm just...I'ur ready
for anything now. (lnterview 2, p.4)

Beth: Well. for a rvhile there. knowing tlrat other women are out there rnaking a career.
and ,vou see thelrl doing what you want to be doing a¡rd where are you? you'r.e strrck at
horne- clranging diapers arrd doing the laundry und your basic houie cleaning and yo.
think to yotlrself that you'll never get out of that rut. A¡rd sonre days your self-esteenr is
very lorv. Like all )io, want to do is.iust close the cloors and stay insiáe. cause 1,e¡¡ ¿sr,1
think there's nothíng out there but norv that they grow. they're góing to school. you see
that there is a light at the end of the tt¡nnel. Its geuing to tire põint ivhere they're very
indepenclent and you got to find other things toão ,"itll you iin.,., so yeah it goes both
ways. (Telephone inten'uption) yeah. I knor,v often I would look at oiher.people going
out and the women are cloing stuff and their kids ar.e old enough to take care of
themselves. And you think to yoLrrself are you evergoing to let there and what's the
point of even going back to school. You're always gõing1o bã nothing bL¡t a hoLrsewife
anyway. And then rvlren I found out that the...lcoulcl actually do it aihorne ir nlade me
think rvell yeah ma1,be tllere is a way fbr lne to do it. And now I know my brother, he
quitayearbeforelclid. Hedroppedoutofhighschool ataradeeightandhesayshe
erlvies me becatrse he rvishes he could do it. And rvell I guess he'Ñorking all ihe tinre
nor'r'and he doesn't tlh...have the tinre to do it or he says he doesn't but heãlways tells me
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how proud he is of nle for pulling myself out of there and actually hnishing. Even my
dacl say yep. ok now you forget about all those waitressiug ancl you go to õll.g.. Co for
lvhat ever it is you want to do so. (lnterview 2. p.4)

Beth's comments, however positive and up beat are critical of a bureaucratic system

where the appearance of equal opportunity is often superficial. She observes that those

(like herself) who are not privileged by wealth or connections experience a harsh form of

discrimination. She believes that it is important to be a self-starter, but this only takes

one so far. She describes the "need to work" as one of the indicators of one's self-esteem.

She observes that when one is engaged in meaningful learning, one is a producer (not a

consumer) of knowledge and this leads to growth of self-esteem. So leaming, according

to Beth, is a form of productive labour when it results in knowledge that is useful to her.

It is not necessarily "curriculum content" nor does this type oflearning necessarily occur

in school. She claims her experiences as a homemaker and a volunteer has contributed to

her self-esteem and confidence to continue to learn. Beth's challenge of the "official

discourse" is an ambiguous one. She accepts the need for formal education as the means

of becoming a fully participating member of a "networked" economy. Beth looks

forward to a time when she might extend her role to include contributing to her small

community as a professional nurse.

Anne is the youngest in a family of home schooled children. Her family owns their own

manufacturing plant and she has worked for the family business for all but a short period

of time when she was employed at a fabric store. For Anne, self-esteem is linked with an

instrumental notion of work... work for monetary return. She expresses feelings that

working for little is ok as long as it is fun, however unless she is doing something

worthwhile, monetarily, it is hardly worth her effort. This exposes something of a
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dilemma for Anne as she questions her own ability to complete the studies required for

law, a profession where the salary is potentially great. Her experiences with education

and work have left her with low self-confidence and self esteem in these a¡eas.

Aune: Well,tnydrealnjobisactuallyunlikelytohappenbecauselwouldliketobea
lawyer. I don't know how rrany years this would take me because I woulcl probably do it
parttime, training in the evenings. thatkind of thing untill was ready. Bur, Iike I sáy that
could be years ifever. (Laughs)

' ' ' I'm going to be working f-or my parents again in the summer, but only part time
becatrse my Iegs can't handle it working full time. So I'll be r.vorking mórnings t¡rough
the summet'. And othel than that I'll have the sumnrer to rnyself and in the iall I'nr hoping
to go inro the TESL training. So, as for nty parents bein_q supportive. rvell. they fìnally
are (laughs). Btrt I think it took them a while to realise that physically I can,t really
handleBhoursadayonmyfeet. It'stoomuch. So...they'vekindofcornearoundbut
they didn't want me ro go to high school. So...

Teaching Englislr as a second language. That's more like a way of killing time. (LaLrghs)
Yeah' trntil I... until I decide what to do to nrake lnoney. I mean who kñows? tøaybe tilt
rvind trp working in a t'estaurant becat¡se thele you can get whatever shifts you need and
workaroundyourcollege? Itseernslobeorreoftheonlyplacesyoucandtthat. So...

I was thinking that I can travel- And. that's not leally a careel'I know but (laughs)
sornething to do in the ntean tinre. sorrrething interesting. And could nrake a iving at it
(teaching ESL) at least if not a ver¡,goocl living. And. now you were talking about a lot
ofpeoplegettingpart-timervork. Well"that'saboutall I'nrqualifìedforrightnow. And
quitefi'anklythat'snot...youcanbarelypayyourrentontlìat. There'sreaìlyverylittle
point in eoing into that. And I've heald of nlore people rny age who have to get 2 part-
tinlejobs. Theyhavetocomn'ìutetrviceaclay. lt'stwicetheanronntofstresiancl you're
wolrjed about being fired fronl lnininlum wage jobs. What's the point? So...

Anne regrets not having had the option to attend public school and complete her high

school sequentially (her parents objected on religious grounds). She is currently involved

in a TESL training program and hopes to travel, with herwork, on completion. Although

she does acknowledge the security that comes with working at her family's successful

business, she finds that it does not provide her with the opportunities for personal growth

that she is seeking. Her dilemma is compricated. on the one hand, she has a very

healthy work ethic with little patience for those (including herself) who do not work. On
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the other hand, her health prevents her from working full shifts at the family plant. By

way of resolution, she is in search of education and eventually work that is less physically

demanding. The instrumental notion of wo¡k and sequential notion of education

promoted by "official discourse" deepens this dilemma for Anne.

Allison's self esteem is tied to being "a good parent", providing for her kids in a way that.

her "parents were unable to". 'While 
she recognises that being at home with her children

is important for her, she experiences discrimination when people find out that she is on

social assistance in order to do this. She would like to provide a good home for her

children and defines "a good home" as a place that creates opportunities for he¡ own

children.

In a perfect world I'd be rnaking enough to buy my holne and have everything for.rny
kids that I need without having.to strrrggle for it ancl just doins, whatev.i I 

"nioy 
cloing so

I don't really have a specifìc thing. (lnrerview l, p. a)

Well it would be nice il-l could buy tltem clothing whenever they wanted it. not just when
I absolutely had to 

-eet it. so. That kind of thing. And Christrnas presents would be a lot
easier to buy that *.ay. so. (lntervierv l. p. _s)

Well yeah. I grew u¡r itt a poor home. And I would rather my kids not have to do the
same thing. so. (lnterview l, p. 5)

I'm not living irr towll but that's rtot very hard cause I rnean if I do¡r't have a ride or my
truck doesn't decide to rvork, r can arways wark, so. .(rnterview r. p. 5)
Yeah I'nr plannin-q on lreing a teacher, elernentary school teacher. (lnierviewl.p. .5)

I've got to give rny kids a good example. (lnterview l, p. g)

Yeah' My kids are betrveen kindergarten and grade one this year. so that's the a_ee I like
cause they. yoLl cal'ì talk to then about stLrff, and they're justsô curious. I Jove that. I love
thar about kids. (lntervierv l. p. l2)

'..self-esteenl wise if you don't have to lely on the government to live for nre being a
single rnont. You knorv like you still have to be on aisistance but not as bad. Not as
totally reliant on thenl to support yourself and youl children. Fol. the...like the formal
trainirlg orschool like fora teachel'or sonrething. that rvould be befter because t¡en you
have the choice of what )/ou want to do. Not jusl taking wlrat you can get for
etnploynrent. (lnter.viera'2. p.2)
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Allìson: In the schools. I like teachin-q the elementary school kicls. I rvoulcl volLrnteer for
that. I rvould probable volunteer in tlre hospitals. the rnarernity wards and sruff líke that
cause I teally enjoy beirrg around monrs and babies and that kind of stuff I would enjoy.
And nraybe homeless slrelters, that kind of thing.
llovehelpingpeopleyouknow. urr...thereasonl'mgoingtoschool isbecauseit'sa

way I can help kids. But I'd still get paid for it you know cause I have to supporr my
fanrily so.

Just the satisfaction that I'm helping sonrebody. Like helping a kid leanl how ro do it you
know. (lnterview2, p.4)

Allison: unl...well beingasingleparentandbeingonassistance...um...alotofpeople
look dorvn on you because vou're on that assistance. yor¡ know like they...(paLrse)...if
they don't know that I'nl on assistance and rhat I'm just being a stay at hóme'mom íhey
think that's great. But as soon as they fìnd out thail'nr on aisistarice and being at honre
well then that's a whole other. story.
I probably wouldn't have very nluch relationship witlr rny kids if I had gone ro work all
the whole time. (lnterview 2, p.7)

I don't thi¡rk my kids and I would know eaclr other. You know like being a stay at horne
mom for the lust fetv yeat's of their life I think it was the most crucial think in the whole
world for thenr' or fot' nle to be able to be honre with thenl. You know because we get to
learn about each other that way. I mean now that they're old enough they're going tó be
going to school norv too. So I tlrink now that they'r'e át that age to ãe going to sc¡ool that
we can all b'anch orrt ro what we wanr to do kinà of thing. (litervier,i2, p.s)

Allison would typify the type of client that the "Take Charge" program targeted. The

objectives of this "welfare-to-work" program included reducing income assistance costs

by increasing the employment activity and eaming potential of participants, increasing

duration of labour force attachment by project participants, and meeting employers,

needs for job-ready employees. In addition, social security reform objectives that

included improving the Iong-tenn prospects for income assistance recipients by breaking

the cycle of poverty. Allison's personal nanative challenges each of these objectives, not

so much in terms of content but rather in intent. Responding to the personal plight of

individuals who wish to become more meaningfully engaged in their community and

society through increasing the number of minimum wage jobs to select from does not

provide the long term response that Allison seeks for herself or her family.
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SelÊesteem for Marie comes from doing something that she feels will make a difference '

in the lives of others. she connects her "need to work" with a sense of pu{pose, a

mission. She expresses deep religious convictions that guide her "discourse" around the

"need to work" as a religious mission, particularly when volunteering.

Marie: Well, whell rny dad started his business when I was 4 year.s olcl we already stalted
vvorking in the shop then. And of course as a young chilcl yoJdon't enjoy it a whole lot
but we did get wages. So. yeah. And as I grew up. got more into work. Um...
For nre if there wasn't work I think I would go..azy. lLuughs) (lnterview I, p.6)

Marie: Well, actually I was in the shop already before I went to scbool. It would be as
simple as stamping envelopes. When Dad would be bending sheet nletal I'd be pulli¡g
the lever. You know just sontethiug basic, very easy. Uur, ãs I g.ew older it would be
more illto wiping the fèeders for pleparation for painting. Um, in the office I didn't reallv
get involved much furthelthan till when lquitsóhool tlien. tpiunged right in there. 

---".

Um..- I gttess for nre if you would cornpare work to school I át*afs enjãy going to Adult
Ed but I wotlld rather l¡e the teacher than student. I like to do stuif, noi ul*"uy, learn. you
know. I find learnin-e isrr't that hard but I prefer the hands on. (lnterview l. j.6)

Marie: B-ecause my biggest goal in liiè is that I would leave behind sonretlri¡g that would
nlakeadiffèrence- Ancl tonre"moneyall burns"butpeoplehaveasoLrl. Anàtharis
itnportant too. I want to leave an inrpression behind so that when I die there will be
people who.-.who rvillrvant to either live differently because of what I've done or it will
clrange thenl in sonte \.vav. (lnterview l. p. l4)

Mal'ie: Ithinkforalotofkids.atleastfornlervhenlgrewupinschool Iwaslike...ok
thisissomethingyotrhavetogothroughchildhood.iLrsttogrowup. Ididn'trealisethat
all the sttrff lve were learrring forrvhen we were out of sclrool. And I think a lotof kids
would have.that vielv point, yott know. This is just something I have to do a¡rd once l,m
throu-qh r'vith it then I can go and do more filn stuff. I guess fõr me, it was important
r¡'hen I was helping the kids in Bolivia, to teach theln tlat, that sorne cluy youi-e goine to
need this. you knorv. Arld show.thenr where they'regoing ro need it. Noí;rrttell thern
sonreday you're going ro need rhis. . (lnter.view i. p.f S¡

Marie: Urn...to be able to work and to lear-n and have it not connected with your self:
esteem I really can't understand that at all. Cause what's the point ìn aoing iíirit doesn,rftrlfilyou in any'wav? (Laughs). 

.well for sorne people it woul¿ u. tt'¡. ,nãn"y.
Urn "' they usLrally clon't do their.iob well then. É..nur. they just do it for th. mon.y,
theyreallydon'tcarervhatresultsconreoutoftheirrvork. Foinleitwoulddefinitely.the
work ''vould be the self-esteen'ì pan of it (Laughs). Unr...forpeople who are ¡ustworking-iust so that tlte-v- can have the nloney so tirat they can get finher. I would sal,
they're [:ar.ely su r.viv i n g. ( I ntervie w 2. p.2)

Marie relates strongly to her role as a productive member of her family's business. She

does not work out side of her home although she has travelled and volunteered at a

religious mission school. He¡ identity is very much tied to being a family member first,
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her role as an employee in the family business is not one that she identifies as separate.

Marie has a clear notion of her own wants and needs, and the contributions that she

would like to make in this regard.

Self esteem arises from an active set of wants which are reasonably well satisfied (Wan

and Wall, pp 17- 1 8). Realistic wants and self-esteem are stifled through an inappropriate

arrangement at work (Wan and Wall, p.2I). Development of self-esteem requires that

individuals have active wants. People who passively accept their lot, and want neither to

work nor to achieve other satisfactions cannot hope to improve self-esteem through

employment (Warr and'Wall, p. 178). Setting goals that are too easily attained suggesrs

an "inactive wants-system", just as consistently setting goals that are too diffìcult tends to

reduce the intensity of the wants themselves.

Doug describes his work, for the most part as, a "boring and tedious job" (Interv iew 2,

p.18), however he accepts that it does provide him with opportunities for growth, socially

and intellectually and this has a positive impact on his own self-esteem.

Because...well ok foruh...an example a feu,days ago the digging became diffict¡lt
because we're kind of at the end of our digging ability with tliat niachine. we're over a
hr-rndred feet lrelow warel'level a,d uh...the digging is gettin_e r.eally tough down there,
And it has to do with the height of our towel which was hard for nlã to understand ar firsr
butifwehadahighertolverwecoulddigdeeper. Thatasidelripped a13/gcal¡leand
thatstoppedoLrrdiggingprocesslightthere. Norvwehavetonlóveanchorsand...which
is a great big pLocess of putting large piels sideways irr the ground with grear big slings
around then for anchors cause thet'e's...there's rvell over a hundred thousand potinds of
pull on these anchors attd 1,6¡¡ realh, have to think of where do you want these anc¡or.s?
Tlley...liotthavetogetpeoplervithuh...highhoes.r.vith largerrrachineryintodi-ethese
things arrd nty boss has eiven rïe son'ìe of this responsíbilitytoo. Also lìe rvants rny input
cause l'rn the one that's rurrningthe nrachine. And now with...lfeel thatwith uh...the
thinking that I have to do at school. it helps rne in the thinking that I have to do at rvork.
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which isn't very ofien. But that...that uh...tower has to come down now because we
have to move one of the shims at the top. Well that's a seveuty tbot tower that weishs
thousands of pounds and there's all sorts of cables and guy lines and what not and it is a
real thought process to bring that thing down safely so that you don't wreck something.
(lnterview 2.p.t2)

Doug: I don't kllow wlry? But that worries me that if yoLr don't use your braìn it uh. . . it
also becomes idle and it doesn't rvork. (lnterview l. p. l0)

V/ork that grants Doug responsibility is more satisfying than work that presumes that he

does not care. He finds that his work, while providing him with responsibility, provides

him with no mental stimulation and he looks to school for this.

For Beth, personal development at work is a combination of knowing what you are doing,

being competent, and having your co-workers appreciating what you can do. One,s self-

esteem is raised when your business is seen to provide a good service. Beth's first

experience with work was at their family's business. This provided an opportunity for her

to regain some self-esteem lost when she left high school. Self-esteem she was unable to

regain socialising with a sub culture of peers who were also high school drop out youth.

Beth tends to devalue on-the-job learning compared to school learning although most of

her knowledge is the result of life experience.

well l. well I was goirr-rr ro school. um, I didn't like the way the school rvas. like they. I
don't know- its just I etress prejudice and. urn. sruff like thai and it just got to me and I
rvantedouttsolclroppedout. And,um,Dadsays,"well.thencomeworkfornle. So...
Yeah. oh, yeah. (Laughs). (rnterrupted by son) weil. rvhen r dropped out of high
school, then uh, Dad had two busínesses at the tirne, his uh, second'hand store and then
his retail store. Alrd he nlade me pretty nluch lrusines, n.,u,iug.rof the retaij. ,;,,lr;
variety store there, the second-hand store. Ok. So I lear¡led qi it. u bit about dealìng with
custoulers aud your basic business running. (lnterview I. p.O'6;

Well banking, rvhen I talked ro the lady, she said. like.jLrsr startin_e off, a high sclrool
diplorlla is a nltlst- Btlt. like I tnean. yotr could rvolk fionr there alld tlren slowlyeducate
yourself tnore to becotning loans officer a¡rd stLrff. But, it's not. like its not a required
thing to be able to u,ork in a bank. (lnterviel l, p.5)
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ÏVhereas with nursing you have to have your degree or yollr diploma of some sort in
nursing. You've got to have the proper education, rvhich is understandable. yor-r don't
u'ant to go in there blirldfolded not knowing... is this person knowing what he's doing or
not? Like I meatr vou're playing with human lives there. So, yeah, tñere's a big
difference in educatioll r-vise in those tivo fields.

I know the people at rny work experience at the Greytown Co-op there, the people wer.e
very nice. I enjoyed rvorking with them trenrendously. They joked around, they didrr't
take nothing seriously. and that's tlre kind of thing I like. I lítã it wnen you can crack
jokes at olle another and you don't take then to heart. Like I mean you'.ð not going to go
arolttld saying olr yeah. you knorv he's saying suc.h and such abor¡t me but the work itself
is fine but its not what nty what my career choice is related too. Like I mean its kind of
going off the path a little bit. But, as far as working rvith the people, yeah, cause they call
lne llow and ask Ine. "Do you wallt a job". Like they've offered ne a fulltirne job a
couple of times. The,v- keep calling and asking ne. "Did you fìnd a baby sitteryet?,, Bur
like I ¡.llean' I was parl ti¡ne. Until I can enter university I rvoLrld definiiely not rnind
going back and wolking with them. But. for r¡e I would mther do a jotr tlrat is satisf¡,ing
tomeeveniftheco-u'orkersaren'tquitewhatyouexpected. But,yeah,formeit'sthe
jobthatlenjoylnoretllan...thanthepeople. Youcanalways-eetalongwithpeople.
Because lf yotr got problems like I nlean If you don't get along with yo-ur co-workers and
you got a problem tlten they're goine to tell you well tough luck, you know. Figure it out
yourself' Whereas if yott can get along with them they'll say Ok ihis is how we do it.
They'lltakethetinre. They'll showyouìrarvtodoittherightrvayand...yeah,sofor
sure it's very impoltatlt to get along rvith your co-workers. Like I nrean. that's one of the
stresses ofjobs' You stl'ess youlself out because. ok, they clon't like me. am I doìng this
wrong? Are they going to say sonlethine? Yeah. so fol sure it's in.ìpoftant to get aiong
with thern. Comprorrise. (lnterview I, p.23)

Beth: I think that's very impotlant in a work place. Like J nrean if you're constantly
being put down and stuffsooner or later you're e.oing to just...you're not going to care at
allr'vhat you're doing or how you're cloine your.fob. Rnù then others are !oin! to see it
and they're going to say well, no. we're gefting treated like crap. Like I mean what's the
point. Sonoforstlreyotthavefobeableto.iustlguess.iustbLritdyourownhumanity
and be able to help others and do that too. No- respect ii very ímpã,-tant in a rvork place.
cause I nlean if yotr have no respect for your r.vorkers or they:have none for you its ,eoingto be lniserable. It's going to be ho¡r-ible. They're rìor even going to want to go to work.
(lnterview 2, p.l0)

Beth acknowledges the importance of 'work' in developing one's sense of self worth and

likewise her'need to work'as a means of becoming a fully contributing member of

society. Although she values her role as a mother highly, she feels that she must go to

work outside the home to be recognised as a contributing member of society (Interview 2,

p.s).

Anne observes the self-taught with a great deal of respect. Her family's business is

essentially founded in the tradition of "figuring it out for yourself '. A¡ure's self esteem is
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not high by any means and she worries about "making a fool of herself' on new tasks.

She is concemed about the impact on employee's self-esteem when they have insensitive

bosses' She has observed employees who continue to do the same task over and over for

many years and wonders how they maintain their mental health. Anne appears to have a

highly developed set of wants but cannot seem to connect where she is now, in her work,

with where she claims she would like to be, a lawyer. She is willing to accept the

"communication" connection between teaching and law but makes no such concession

regarding her work and law.

Anne: Ok. Urn. -- Well, we use both. standard and lnetric, actually usually standard. Ancl
well we all had to learn how to use the nerv forklift, great big forklift. Actually I think
tllat its a really goocl idea to be fanliliar with pletty nruch evãry task in the entire slrop.
Not.iust one pattictrlar...lmean you don't usually have a change that afTects tlre e¡tir-e
shoplikethatbutyott learnspecificjobsthatarenewtoyouiirnaybedifficult. It'sa
good idea because. it's a good idea because like I say it yon clon't irog..r, you regress
and anyway a lot of people lrave vety repetitive.jobs in factories and ñs nice if yoir,re not
required to do repetitive ... ifyou can have variety then have variety. yeah. Cause those
repetitive jobs'.. that is often, like you rvere saying about the ftrlltime work, that is ofierr
what full time rvork nleans. ln factories anyway. And again I think that's one of those
job,s that just drives yotr nuts. Cause you can sit the¡'e n,lã l"arn allthe tricks of the trade'
before your fir'st coffee break and then do sanre thing for 20 years and rvher.e are you
going with it? (Intervierv l, p. I 7)

... if most of the people believe that you ale pretty nluch wofihless, you'll star.r to believe
it yourself. And. well iF1,ou have no one in your life who cares whaiyou make of
yourself then you wol.l't care either. You'll-just let yourself be beaten ãown, Forever, if
that's the way it goes.(lnterview I , p.2 l)

.-. that's ok as long as errrployers reco-snise that people have feelings ancl ...and uh...l
don't know there's sorne tlring of an education barrier sonretinles toã. Because I,ve nret
people who have barely any edtrcation at all and they're adults and the thíng that gets rne
is how sonte people wlto are educated autorxaticallytreat thenr as though tÀey haie no
brain. (lntervier.v 2. p. 6)

Anne expresses her anxiety about participating in society outside of the confìnes of her

own community, church, and employment, but she is determined to do just that
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(Interview 2, p.76). She sees more formal training as inevitable if she is to get beyond

minimum wage jobs or find meaningflil work outside of the family business.

Allison has not found paid employment locally that she would describe as satisfactory.

The jobs available to her have been limited to factory and restaurant work. She identified

limitations as her education and a schedule that allowed her to parent her young children.

She finds that social interaction at work encourages her self-esteem. Raising her children

on her own has provided opportunities fo¡ personal growth, development in areas where

employment could not.

Allison: My rnorn '"vot'ks at a window nranufachrring plant right now. which is the class
thing. She's worked at a couple of different ones. I don't rernerrber so...
I can't do that sttlff. I've tried it and I hate it so I quit after a month so it's not for rne.
Making electrical colìlponents and stuff. (lntervierv l, p. l3)

Allisoll: Yotrknowunr...acoupleofyearsagoIrealisedthatIhavetoformyselfand
formy-kids,dosonlethingwithrnylife. Causeotherrvisel'djustbesittinginthesarne
house for years and years. and years. Not a very good situation. Unr... I ,iunt.d to rnake
a good exatrple for rtrl'kids'cause theirdad is not in thei¡'lifè. so. I fìgured I had to do
sontething to show ther-n that you have to r¡,olk hard fbr rvlrat you ,l..Jto get. so. That's
basicallywhatchangeditforrre. Justdoingitfornrykids.(lnterview.f .p-.ZO¡

Allison is a consumer of social supports as she endeavours to raise her family on her

own, she prescribes to elements of the "official discourse" desiring to be a productive and

contributin g citíz:en in her community, as an early years teacher. She is critical of a

society that views her endeavours to raise her children as less-worthy than participating

in some minimum wage job. Despite all, she remains optimistic and sees opportunity in

the future.

Marie's desire to "make a difference" is supported by her interest in teaching children.

She does not question her own perspective or understanding of the world, hence appears
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to have some confidence and self-esteem in this regard. Marie takes a practical

perspective to defining what is valuable in "understanding the world" as is illustrated by

the second story,

Marie; Iflcan'tfeel thatthisisrnythinginlife,thenlrvillbelookingforsonrething
else. Um, when I worked in the office I enjoyed it. I was... you know, always wanted to
see how I could do stuff better, um. perfectionist I guess yoLr'd call it. Um, Iieally
enjoyeditbeingto-eetlrerwithnryfanrily. Um,itwassortof:lfeltthatwassorrofoLrr
farnily pride was tlre business. Being involved in that. Seeirrg how nluch I co¡ld stull nly
dad with allthe nerv stuff I can find you know. Urr, those kind of challenges, but I didn't
think I would want to l¡e there for the rest of my life. And then when tlre opportunity
came llp to go to Bolivia. I found out I would be helping in the school. Arrd I said, ,,No
way. I am no teacher." I did not rvarìt to be there. But I figured well, ok, if that's what its
going to be. then I'll go. And I went there and I really enjoyed it. so... And the reason
why I enjoyed it was ¡rot the part of tlre teaching exactly bur the part of seeing the kids.
They wele so cottfused. They couldn't undelstand it and then yoì would go Jp to them
and you would explain it to them. And the¡r were like,',Oh, that's how it ii,,t úou know?
So. that partto me rt'as r,vh¡r I liked teaching. Not.iust telling kids you know what to do
and allthat kind of stuff. U¡n. for ¡ne I would see teaching ãs helping chilclren grow ¡p
and trnderstand the u'orld they're in. And that to me rvonld be imporiant.

Marie: Well, I'll tlse an exaurple of Lhassa. one girl in Bolivia. They use dif terent
nloney than we do btrt they do have...they do^ they either have bolivianos or ciollars.
Dollars is US mone1". ln Lhassa's books it was all printed in the States. And she was
supposed to leanl hel'coins on a piece of paper. you knorv. no real coins. I had rvished I
had just coins to teach Iler. She dicln't know one from the next. She was supposed ro
know the diff-erence between a diure and a nickel and a quafter. you know, arid s¡e just
couldn'tgetit. Itwasonhertest. Iknewthat. Huh...shecor¡ldn'tgetitancl sofrustrated
alreadyshewaslike,"Foreetit. l'¡nnotgoingtolearnit". Unl...lrealisedthatshewas
giving up. I was that way in school too. actually. I would, if I didn't see reasor.ì in life for
ìt then wlry was l going to bother lealnins it? So l... and those kids they all learn or they
all dream.of sonte day going to.Canacla. So, I said if yoLr want to go to Canada so¡lre day,

. you're goingto have to learn this, cause we use this nìoney. Oursìs basically the same ãs'
the States. Then she was jnterested. Ok. now I'rrr ready tð Iearn because I,m going to
find thís is irnportant in life yet sorne day. so I'm going to learn it. And Lhassã was prerty
good by the tí¡ne she rvas done.

Personal Integration

Existentialists emphasise the aloneness of each individual and that one of a person's most

basic needs is to bridge the distance between oneself and other people by some form of

relationship that breaks the boundaries constraining one as a person (Wan and V/all.
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1975, p.74). This aspect explores the extent to which individual wants regarding social

contact are satisfied through social contact at work.

Dottg: To wear earnluffs (on the drag line) multiplies the echo. Feels Iike your ear
dntms are going to break so uh...we have found ear phtgs where I put thern
uh.--(laughs)...Yor-r know this plobably isn't right but...uh íf I stick thenl into my ears far
enough fbr some reasolt that takes the vibration out and then its just noise which is left.
There's a large uh...a truck ntotor right behind rne. It's a30 - 406 Cat urotor. (I¡tervierv
l, p.7)

Beth: ... I know when I watched 'Erin Blockovich" the first time, I agreed with her so
much. She was going in for atr intet'view and it's true, for a wolnan that's bee¡l at home
for years raising kids its hard to find a job tlrat pays worth anything because you lack the
experience of being witlr people and you are just at ho¡le. And wliat people don't see is
tltey (nonrs) are workirtg 24/7. lt rrright not lre whatthe people in thestol.es orthe
l¡usinesses need to knorv but it's there. like I rnean. ífs all there.
Yeah. I think if lwould have waited. finished high school, at leasr held clown a job for a
ferv years and then Inarried and started family and thines like that. I think I would have
been stronger in the selfesteeûì area. (lnterview I, p. la)

Anne: Well, ít has a lot to do with how they work arrd sonre of their attitr¡des. I rnean
sometin]es yol.l never make friends with a co-rvorker and you 'r.e.j¡st, you're
acqttaintances and tllat's where it stays. Solïetimes that's better. But. it is intportant
becatrse.if yo.u .1!'t stand the people you work with, you will quit. One of you has got to
go and that's... it happens. (lntervierv l, p.g)

Anne: 
_You 

might love your job bLrt if it drives you ntrts, somebody's got to go, I mean.
Yeah. (lnterview l, p.8)

Anne: Uh, one of nry bosses. she did something tlrat just made rrre so rnad I...I qLrit. I
rvasn'tgoingtoptltttprvithheranymore. Sheasked¡nelareriflhadlikedthejo'b. Well.q'hatcanyousay? Intean, Ididlikethejob. (Laughs) Ilikedthewor.kandallthatandI
liked the ctlstotners too. lt \Ã,as great except for hen So... nlove on. It was petty. lt
really was. It should have been petty to both of us bur it wasn't unfortunateíy. And, uh.-.
the th irrg that got nl e \vas. . . I don't th in k she rea lised hor.v thoughtless she wás bein_e.
And uh... it stluck nle that she would go no higher in life eitheias long as she keptãn
being like that' It was ridicLrlous, I know other staff were unhappy about it too. She did
the sarne thing to everyoue. (Interview l, p.g)

Anne: I did feel as tltought she had beaten nre. She'd won. She got nle to leave. Which
I'lll sure was not hel'intelttion but jt wo|ked. So. yeah what ca¡r y"ou do? (htterview Ì, p.9)
Allison: Ijust.havetodothingsbymyself. Ido¡l't...ldon'tknówrnaybeitsbecauseof
llly past. ttm...like the way I grerv up or sonlething... I'nr rrot sure. But I feel that I have
to do things by nryself in order to feel like its been done properly by nryself and ro have
kind of rnore self rvorth for myself. You kno',v like the higher tál¡-æt..nl knowing t¡at I
did it. I think about rnyself as so much better in nìy own personal mind, so. (lnteltiew 1..
p.l 0)

Marie: I cottld say that I dort'treally r.rnclerstand it but that per-son whose done basically
the salne thing fbr so tïìany yeals is very much a person thaî keeps to hinlself. Um...For.a
rvhile there you couldn't even make eye contacthinl. You'cl looi athinl and he would
look away. )ou kno$'. He. he was very mr-rch what I woulcl call a hernlit. vou know. Jt¡st
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let me be in nry wolld and you be in yours. He's changing a little bit but I think people
that are very shy and don't want other people to touch them. and you know. like not
necessarily physically, but you know, just... They don't want their lives touched by
anybody. They just want to be thenlselves. I'll get through life already. unì. I think
those would be rnore the people that wonld stick to somethirrg for that. (lnterview I,p.l3)

The dominant discourse refers to partnerships, on a grand scale where business, industry

and education co-operate to achieve goals that independently they would not be able to

accomplish. This co-operation enables organisations to compete more successfully on a

global scale. On a personal level, research participants emphasise the importance of

family, religion, community and geography as cohesive tendency and not profit or high-

powered service. There is a certain amount of ambiguity around the notion of co-

operation and competition because being a member of a community provides them with

the resources necessary to resist the external environment. The narrative presented a

more pragmatic than romantic notion of the need for'co-operation'.

Autonom]¡ at Work

Autonomy, within the course of one's job, suggests the freedom to choose whether or not

to follow course of action and to adjust one's actions as one proceeds (Warr and Wall,

7915, p.181). The most influential attribute of a job is the opportuniry that it offers (or

fails to offer) for "use of the workers abilities" and for "associated feelings of interest,

sense of accomplishment, personal growth, and self-respect"(Warr and Wall, 1975,p.

121). Repetitive routine jobs offer few such opportunities.

The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research examined the connection between health

care and unemployment and came to the startling conclusion that what most influenced
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health is a work situation where people feel in control of their lives (Ostry, A. et a1.,2000,

pp.179-192).

Doug describes what it is like to operate a "drag line" all day. He balances the benefits of

job security against the boredom and health hazards associated with his work. He knows

that he is the only person on the crew who can operate this machine and is aware of the

physical health risks, particularly to his hearing. Doug's sense of autonomy is associated

with his ability to operate a variety of machines used on site. He looks to completing his

high school as a means of getting more interesting work where he can "use his brain,,.

There is little chance of advancement in this small business to move into a position with

more responsibility and higher pay. It is clear from Doug's description that his work and

self esteem are connected.

Dotrg: Yes. Forone reason that Llh...l know how to operate all the machines in that pit.
The boss himself runs the ct'usher which I ...1 uh don't know lnuch aboLrt cause that's his
baby. And then there are all theloaders, rvhich I enjoy. But loaclels are also quite roLrgh
on a person whereas sitting in this drag line, it's a...a Medill yarder, by the wáy.
Btrt uh...(laughs).-.To think back now I think one of the reasôns he taught rrre how to r.t¡n
that machine is so he woLrldn't have to sit in there all day long. Cause yãu probably have
lllore roolll behirld the steeriug wheel of your car than I do in that uh...in thã catr of that
rnach ine.
Oh there are...dit'ectly t¡ltder nre are uh four foot open geals so its extrenrely loud.
Towearearntuffsnrultipliestheecho. Feelslikeyourãurdnrrnsaregoingíobreakso
tlh"'rve have found eat'plugs where I put thern uh...(laughs)...yon k-noithis probably
isn't ríght but...uh if I stick thenl into my ears far enouglifor some reason that takes the
vibratiotl ot¡t and then its.iust noise rvhich is left. There's a large uh...a truck nrotor right
behind ule. It's a 30 - 406 Cat l¡oror.
It's a 425 hp motor that is right behind the cab and uh...l also get ro reacl a lot ofhuntine
nragazines and (lau_ehs) gun rnagazines. (lnterview l, p.7)

Dous: There's nothing to see because uh...nraybe eighty yards fr.om the machine the
brrcketgoesintowater. Andifthere'salargepileinì'ontofthe¡nachineldon'tevensee
that. Sothatmachirleisrunbyfeel. Whetherthebucketisdiggingtlrereisn't...whenthe
bttcket is a hundred feet below water level there isn't really nrrrch tã see out there.
And so doirlg that clay afier day becornes quite repetitious. And that leads ro.. -nor ro
change the sub.iect here btrt that leads to rvhy I went back to grade twelve or to fi¡ish rn,,,
grade t\velve- Sorne da1' I rvorrld like to do something n''or. *ith my brain becarrse l.jusr
think that I can. (lnrerview I, p.g)
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Beth claims that her ability to make someone smile contributes to a sense of self worth.

She wants to satisfu her clients, not necessarily in the way they choose, but in the way

that is best for them given her training and expertise as a nurse. It is in this kind of work

that she would find autonomy.

To me its not so much the amount of money I make, but that i'm comfoltable alld happy 
.where I'm working. Cause, like I nlean, you're going to start of[ well for me I haven't

worked, in like, seven years because of the kids, but I'm goìng to stalt off at the bottom of
the pile auyway. So, as long as I'm happy and I enjoy my work, I don't cal.e what the pay
is.

... I like working rvith people. I like seeing them smile when you've done something for
them. So. I guess nursing is a pretty good area tbr that.

... I've seen people there complaining tlrey've been at a job for -5 years and more ancl they
contplain because they're so unhappy but yet they're scared to nlake a ¡ìew start because
they'd be taking a wase cut. Well. To me that wouldn't bother me. If I were unbappy I
wouldn't stick al.ound

And, like I tnean you ale satisfying your custonlers if you're doing rvhat they wanr yo¡ to
do in the rvay they want you to do it. But I think that if I were ro go into thé health area I
would get ìrore satisfaction out of it because they (persons) would come in broken and
hurt and they'd walk out smiling and bein-s able to keep on going with their life. Like. I
tnean it rvotrldn't alwavs l're that way but to the nra.iority of the põint. yeah. (lnterview 1..
p.5)

Allison addresses the notion of autonomy under the heading of "self-suffrciency" and she

addresses this most directly when describing her work in raising a famity. To Allison,

"self-sufficiency" is an illusion but a degree of autonomy is important.

Allison: Urn... I jLrst have to do things by rnyself-. I don't...I don't know maybe its
becattse of nty past, um...like the rvay I grew up or somethin-q... I'rn not sure. But I f-eel
that I have to do things by nryself in orclel to feel like its beeridone pr.operly by rnyself
ancl to have ki¡ld of nlol'e self wolth for nryselt-. You knorv like higher ielf-esteenl
knowing that I did it.

Allison: Oh... in nty personal lifè rnaybe. yealr. But enrployment wise I uh, oSviousl¡,,
you have to rely on sonrebody tbr-sornething eventually, so...

Allison: Um...to be able to do what I want to clo in a.iob, well not what I necessarily
want to do but to do it nry way is better fbr rne. Sollretirnes I find the way they have set
otrt how you shotrlcl do this cloesn't rvolk as well as something that maybe I cail think of
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some days. It depends on the situation really. but the flexibility ro have that choìce ther.e
is gleat.

Allisoll: It would be good for nle for any employment. Cause I like sometirnes thinkins
of things myself works out better for me. so. (lnterview 1,p.25)

Marie claims that autonomy and self-esteem are connected with doing the kind of work

where you feel that you make a difference. People may be willing to work for less, she

claims, as long as they are doing what they like to do because it makes them feel good

about themselves. She uses a "money talks" metaphor to make her point, she is clear on

her need for sufficient money to live in safety and with integrity.

Malie: I don't think I q'ould last very long in an assenrbly line job. Cause, what's the [rig
deal abotlt parts. This helps nothing in my firture. I would want to...l wor¡ld want to ...
touch somebody's life... we have found in our business, a wage increase usually keeps
them (workel's) there at the rnost lbt' a year longer'. And rhen ìh"y't" gone because they
don't enjoy it. They don't want to l¡e there aud you can only stand it ior so lo¡g and then .

luloney doesn't talk arry nrore.

In Manitoba, the decline in purchasing power of the minimum wage over the period of

1988-1997 was 12o/o, representing a loss of in purchasing power of $3g/week for those

working full time at the minimum wage (Black ad Silver, 1999,p.22). During that

period, the average weekly and hourly earnings declined in real terms more rapidly in

Manitoba than in canada as a whole (Black and silver, 1999, p.l). Many Manitobans

who are living in poverty are employed at low wages and are among the working poor

(Black and Silver, 1999,P.34). Much of the type of work that the research participants

are involved in appears to be beyond the reach of labour standards, V/orkplace Health

and Safety, and even minimum wage controls. Anne and Marie work in home-based

Part Time & Minimum Wase Work
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businesses while living at home, Doug works for a small firm and is laid-off from freeze-

up to spring thaw' He moonlights for extra cash as a sub-contracted welder for a local

manufacturer while collecting employment insurance or social assistance just to make

ends meet.

Qoug: ...1 rnake fairly good moneyduring the season. work longerhours and then
ruh...the boss gives me a vehicle. He pays the fuel and I have a rañty good wage. But
uh"'when it ulr..'gets cold outside nly job errds right the¡'e. And soirs'ualty fro-nl the end of
November till April I collect unemploynrent. Cauie its hard to find a job around here. I was
quite honest with the enrployers. I go in arrd I ask to speak to the perån that does tlre hiri'g
and fìr'ing because I wanr to work fol'you for tlrree months. I havå a really good job.
tvtar.be you have a project tbat rteeds a guy for a sholt period of tinre anA i'rn going back to ajobthatllove- Andtrh...theytharilimefortellingtheinthatbutuh...¡o...ttratttre.-ycon't
have anything like that. (lrrtervierv l, p.g)
Dotrg: Yotr play...you play catch up because during the rvinter. the nlost expensive tilne of
the year you have higher bills than you do at an1, otñer tinle of the year. And you,r.e not
workin*g. Uh...it usuallv cleans orrt rny savings account.
Dotrg: lltave,greatvisionsofuh...lalwayslookfonvardtotheendoftheyearandldon,t
kr.rorv rvh¡r because I think thatl'll hunt rabbits and carve rvood and shoot targets thr-oughout
the winter'. But it never works that way. I anl ofïwolk fbl a week or two and I ...and I amquite unhappy doing r.ìothing. So I go and find something ro do.
For the last few years r weut and herped at a...at a local Jarpenter shop that
tuh...they...they'realmo^stapracementagencyfor...forpeoplethataren'tdoingweil 

in
society. (Interview l. p.9)

I do feel discriminated against and it came fror¡ the unernployment office- we don,t wantyou to collect unenrployment. We'd just r-atheryou get a fulliime.iob. And I 6arked at thatlady' "Ladyifitwasrl'tforrvhatldoyou'dbesìttinginawoodshËdbecauseyouwouldn,r
Itave any base gravel to pLrt this building on. Yor¡ dõn't care that your roads are in good
shape' AII of the roads that yott drive on are fi'om us lo,uv life suc-kers who make that gravel,u'ho cl'ush tltat gravel' r'vllo.make a ver,v specialised product una y.rit rlea¡s absolutely
nothing to you. Its people like you that cause u, pro-lrl"nlr. I doi't want to be in this
unemployttlent office becatrse usually I end up wìth people like you." And that,s what I toldher. Anclyouknowwhat? Frorndayonshegavenlefriil,.rp..tanduh...r,vepeverhad
problernswiththenlsincethetl. Theyusecl tolnakemegotoìhese...thesestupidrneeti'gs
which I think de-srade yoLrr self-esteeln about how to re enter the work force. ind rh.; i;;ywotrld have these easelst'ith great big papers with síngle sentences on thenr. Do not feel
bad that vor¡ a.e nor u'orkirrg. And thãrn ihey'cì fìip the-paper. Do r¡ot be scared of anilltervieiv. And you were ¡-nade out to seern iik. on idioi. nnd I don,t knorv why that rnade
me rnad. lt just did. (lnterview l, p. l3)

Doug: I went fiom heavy labour to heavy machiner.y. I realised a long time ago ah.eadythatl.wasn'tphysicallyfitenoughtoi.ustdoheavyphysical labourfor"nyrivingdays. soevell ill my down and out ¡'ears I knerv then already llad to do sornething difîerent. Andrvhen mv life happily ttlrned around then I realised that uh...if I ever wanted to nlake rÌronev
on top of rT'hat I was doing I rvourd have to charrge certain trrings. nn¿. ,o r,"r. ;;;;i¡;'concrete*'orklwentto...well Irvorkecl infactoriesforafewyears. Anduh...snroking
cigarettes and smoking rvelding s¡roke and snroking...and snróking anã snroking. That just
about killed nle too. So I qLrit fictories and cigarettès and...and uÈllaughs)...(Inrerview I.p.4)
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Doug appreciates the opportunity to work. The fact that the boss provides him with a

vehicle to get to and from work is an additional source of self-esteem. He feels valued

for the work he does and demonstrates some loyalty to his seasonal job. He is satisfied

with his salary. Although he clairns to look forward to the end of the season to take some

time to do what he loves to do but finds that his "need-to-work" prevails and he finds

some job to keep him occupied.

Doug's comrnents affirm his role as a consumer of Employment Insurance when he is not

at work. He is unapologetic and resents the suggestion that he is receiving benefits that he

is not entitled to. He is proud of his role in the production of gravel; an essential product

that, through no fault of his own is seasonally mined. He is highly critical of a

bureaucracy that forces him to participate in a degrading process of "re-entry" into a work

force that he feels he already contributes to, substantially.

There is tension with an "offltcial discourse" here. Doug is not interested in getting ,,more

jobs"; he suggests that changing the official perception of his cuffent seasonal work

would do more to contribute to his self-esteem. He acknowledges that his wants are

modest and having opportunity to pursue these also contributes to his self-esteem.

Doug works for a small firm and is laid-off from freeze-up to spring thaw. He

moonlights for extra cash as a sub-contracted welder for a local manufacturer while

collecting employment insurance or social assistance just to make ends meet.
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Anne: That depends what you want to do? I mean if you leally think about. people who
work ill restaurants. they always have split shifts. It's like having two jobs. An no matter
rvhat you don't want to cornrnute twice a day it doesn't matter how good you get at it. you
can be there 20 years, -vor-r'll still have split shifts. The better a chef you are the nrore
evenings and weekends you'll have. It's a matter of opinion. It depends rvhat kind of a job
you like. And it's kind of like if you like working in a store. Well, if you know how chintzy
some of the major stores are...

Anne: Notjustsalary. But l mean really. really chintzy. They'll hireyou for like 3 hour
shifts only because 3 hours you don't have to have a break. And then they'll call you in twice
inoneday. Andbothtinles3hoursandnothavetopayyouforthoselousyl5minutes.
Yeah, and it leally gets nre because. I've heard more businessmen say this but, they did this
to their staffjust out of high school and then they donate money to public projects that will
makethenatneofthestorepopularandthings....Andtheytreattheirstafflikethat. It's
really upsetting for those btrsinessllen who treat their employees pr-operly. And I don't
think it is likely that everyone can have ñrlltinle work. Not everyone wants it either. or
needs it but, it isn't really... its less an option.

Anne: I tend to think of a person like that as being nuts. It's impossible to maintain a
relationship with that kind of person. You can rlever fìnd thern. You can't get them on the
pltone and you can't talk to then at wolk, they nright get fir'ed. Aud it's just an inrpossible
lifè style. I ¡nean. I knorv one girl who has three part time jobs and I know another gir.l who
has two part time jobs and you try to get a hold of them and its ahnosr impossible. Ãnd I
think they have very fèrv fiiends. Not that I really look down on thenr. They work very
hard- But when do you play? And wlio do you know? Then it co'res back to; you,. o'rly
friends at'e at work so then it becomes telribly important to your relationships ai work.

Anne is distressed by the lifestyle required of anyone v/orking split shifts. in fact, she

claims that one has no time for any social life or home life and on a minimum wage its

just not worth it. She challenges the motives of business organisations that donate large

sums to charitable organisations but under pay their staff.

Allison: Yeah. Without the education it's all that you can get aronnd here. I l-nean even to
work in the Co-op or sont eth iug like that you have to be done youl gracle I 2 Sefore they'll
even look at you. Btrt I nrean just working in a restaurant part timeãroirnd here. That's real.
easy. So I don't know. Uln...when you look forjobs around here its basically you have to
have sol¡e kind of an education or experience like say in the farm stuff, wherc íf yo.,'r. not
experienced rvith that yort u,ort't get hired to, so... For anyone who's ¡ot really very well
educated all yoLr can ger is ¡.'our. part tirrre work, so. (lntet;iew I, p.l4)

Allison: For self-esteenr rvise if then you don't have to rely on the gover-nnrent to Iive for
nte beittg a single mom. Yott knorv like -vou stìll have to be on assistance but not as bad.
NotastotallyreliarrtonthenttosuppollyoulselfandyoLrlclrildren. Forthe...likethe
fonral training or school like for a teacher or something, that rvoLrld be better becarrse then
you have the choice of rvhat you want to do. Not just takin_c rvhat you can get for
enrployrnent. (lrrterview 2 - p.2)
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Allison sees full time and well paid work as an ideal to strive toward. Completing her

Grade 12 atthe ALC provides Allison with a sense that she is moving toward this goal.

A time when she feels she can make some decisions for her self. She maintains a strong

commitment to he¡ own children and faced with the choice of pursuing a career or caring

for her family she chooses her family. This dilemma decreases as her children grow

older and begin attending school.

"The young suffer the pangs ofuselessness in a particularly
cruel way, since an ever expanding educational system trains
them ever more elaboratelyfor jobs that do not exist,,

(Richard Senneu, 1997, p.63)

This section probes research participants for their discourse on the high tech utopian

vision promoted as the "information age". There appears to be scepticism, perhaps even

a deepening cynicism with technology as the means to improving society. Forces of the

marketplace emphasise endless production and consumption for profit with little attention

to the working people whose labour is being displaced. (Rifkin, 1995, p.56)

Allison: v/ell yeah.atarestaurantyouclon'tneedacornputer,so. youjustneedapiece
of paper and a pen. so. You don't have to use a computer at work. well at my work
anyway. Un-..forbeingateachelIcanseethatbeingagreathelp.causethere'sa¡otof
things you can find on line to help to reach kids. But tbriight no* fbr nre it pretty
useless other than tbl school, so. (lnrewiew l. p. lg)

Beth: oh yeah. for sure. cause I know when you look atjobs... secreraries... nowadays.
even just dental assistant. it doesn't nlatter wlrat kind of oftìce. The more cornp¡rer
knowledge you have the better your chances of getting a job. without ir you are prerry
much going to be knock back down to the end of the pile again.
Beth: No, no. But at the rvork experience I did learn how to use a conìprìterised cash
register. I rvasn't the lesulat' cash register but it was a con'ìputer, so. Tllat was somet¡irr_e,
new' I'd never used one of those before. So yeah, it was a whole new diffel.e¡t,,vay of
bringing in the nrone1,. (lnrerview I. p.l8)

Malie: At first I rvas just doing the basics like. mailing stuff ancl writingprices on pr.ice
sheets and stutT. But towards the end I was doing bookkeeping on conrputer.. we had
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just got the computet' and figLrred that all out. I was doing pay cheques and sending the
bills and paying bills. (lnterview I. p.02)

Anne: I think people rely on it too much for they're own good. Because there is no such
thing as privacy with cornputer use. I'm mean we can even open other peoples files
accidentalìy, and seewhateverconfidential stuff you wantto. so. You can rely on itor
not as yotl watlt to. In the work place though I can see that more and more people will be
relying on computers at'ound the world. Um. I'm... I'm still not entirely sure why? I
mean in some ways it llakes sense like for people who do drafting and architecture and
that kind ofthing, does nrake sense, but for a lot ofpeople its extra paper rvork. I urea¡
you create your own job. You sit tbere and turn out papers. And what tbr? (lnterview l.
p'l 6)
Anne: Yeah, that is true. Often it seems as though you have to do nlore than ¡,our share .

if you're going to be part of a teanl. Because there is always sorreone there who will
contplain because you're doittg less than your share and thejrs together. So I guess an
ttnconrplainill-e attitude is the most irnporlant thing. Other than that, well. without
teamwork a lot of things just rvouldn't wolk. So yeah, it true you do need that.
(lnterview l. p.l6)

Doug: Uh... I don't believe that everybody needs to knorv a computer. That...that the
world is tied by tlìe lnternet is fine f'ol'people that want to use it and sonle that need it
for...lt ¡nust tnake t'esearch [eal easy. But uh...l also fincl that...ok first of all I'nl
operating very lalge nrachinery and there is...the only electrical on that machinery are the
gauges to mollitor what's going on arouud me. Ancl for...I rvould inlagine that f'or rny
lifetime there will tlever be colnputers in those rnachines. And I arn still of the type of
persotl...Ottr car was demolislled in a car acciclent so we hacl to go and by another
vehicle- I bought a late 80's Caplice because it has nothing cornputerisej about it. I
uh...we also had an old Dodge trttck atthe time. We had to repiace the transr¡ission in
that truck which I and nry friends did. lt cost me 200 bucks. I clicl it myself with...rvith
sotne help' I'nr driving a cotrpany vehicle. I blew that rransmission yesterday. It just
stopped- I was driving down the road at highway speecl and I let off ihe gas tå pass a
tractor orjust to move over on a glavel road and I put the gas back dowriagain. There
was nothing there. lt was like I was in nentral. It just revvèd (lnterview f . p. l6)
Doug: No. They are not essential. And I feel that people should get back to sonle basics
instead of being so stuck on colnputers. I'nl ...1'nl surethel, r.ru.ä purpose. I think
another example is one of rrry best fliends at the tir¡e. He was running tìis ¿a¿'s br-rsiness
and Lrll-_we en-ioyed paltying together. Ancl rve woulcl call hin up "He*y tet's go out".
None of us had any girlfì'iends right at the tinle so we all...we just us tiree giys would go
drinking and driving arottnd the country side. And uh...oh he was still in the office.
Well we went to the ofïce to pick hint up. He's on the Intentet a-eairr. Look what this
-eirl is sa¡'ing to rne. And he showed us srnut and just filth ancl poin and that, that.iust
about destroyed that gtty. Eventually I said to him "lf that's allyour. life is aboLrt I'nt nor
going to call you. I'ln not goins to talk to you an\/Ít1ore. You dðcide that now. And we
were really good f iends at thetime. And even though nry life had nothing to speak of as
nltrch it u'as just a '..it rvas such, suclr garbage rvhat he vvas using that conìputer.f'or-.
(Intervierv l. p. I 6)

The research participants agreed that computers had their place, a tool that was useful in

completing some tasks (e.g. book keeping, drafting) but that what the computer was able

to do for them did not warant the emphasis that it was getting. All of the research
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participants had used the computer in their Adult Education course work and agreed that

it was useful here, only Beth speculated that the computer had broader applications.

Doug was sceptical about the use of computer because of its capability in accessing "filth

and porn" that 'Just destroyed this guy". He saw no use for the computer in his work nor

did he sense any threat that he might one day be replaced by a "microchip.

Information Communication Technology was accepted and embraced to the extent that it

remained a work tool in control of the user. Doug and Anne both viewed ICT as a th¡eat

when it was used as either a means of direct control over work or as providing

information that might challenge their beliefs.

Anne referred to the emphasis on "teamwork" as a new skill. She was sceptical about

emphasis on this because of the difficulty in managing some manufacturing projects so

that everyone does their fair share but she concedes that without teamwork a lot of things

just would not work.

V/ith the seemingly endless addition of new and essential skills and increasing

technological literacy requirements, the spectre of uselessness seems to shadow the lives

of even the educated middle-class. There is an undeniable sense of vulnerability and also.

defensiveness among the research participants on this topic. Faced with the rhetoric of

uselessness, youth participants fluctuate between viewing themselves as dispensable in

the face of an "official" discourse or relate to elements of an alternate or "unofficial"

discourse like religion, in which they find value in themselves or are valued by others.
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Research participants expressed reluctance about becoming apartof a work culture that

involved forms of work de-skilling, an accelerating pace of production, increasing

workloads, and the loss of control by the worker over the production process to a

machine. It is important to have the choice to stay in one's community if one chooses.

Generally, to have industry or government impose the need to move outside of southem

Manitoba would be unacceptable compared to one choosing to do this on their own.

Their choice to stay where they were appeared deliberate but only because the altemative

does not seem that attractive and this, as in Anne's case (below), introduces a nerry kind if
tension.

Dislocation and Job Insecurity

Marie: For me if I'nr doing a job that ldon't like but I fèell should do it. then I rhink
about it- well I'm a christian. why am I cloing it? I'm doing it for God. so I think of it
as I'rn doing it for Hirn. Then I am rnuch more excired abouidoing it. (lnterview 2. p.3)
Marie: For me I would say if I can't glorily cod in serving Him th-at rvay in that woik
tlren that would also be not a good thing. (Inter.view 2, p.Sj
Marie: ... then the focrrs would be more on the peopleìhat I'm doing it (volunreering) for
becarse its sort of like'they'are my l¡oss... whereas...whereas if its rih just a job then I
would be looking at the^boss and trying to please him or her. It would Le the people thatIwork...thatl'nrdoingfor... sofor¡neiflgosomewhereandlhelpthesepeopleandit
seems like they don't appreciate it the¡l its as if I carne back with a zËr-o paycheque.
(lntewierv 2, P.l2)
Doug: ". I like it here because there are certaiu aspects hele that I would have a hard
time getting in othel places. I like nry boss because he is a lnan of morals. I feel that he,s
-9ot far lnore nloney than uh. . .l'll ever nrake uh . . . because of what he inherited. And yet
he is still a down to earth guy and so I...
I respecthim, yes definitely. So. I see how he Iives his life even though lre is wealthy

and uh.-.that helps. r rrave a good job. I have a good boss. He is uh...ire,nderstands
sorneofrnyneedsfìnancially. Oneyearlr,venttohinlandlsaid."lrreecJnloremoney.
l-...1'nl not rnaking it. I uh...operate half a ¡nillion dollars wo¡th of nrachinery foryou
a¡rd I'rr notgettin-e ¡ruch lnore than any Joe Blow in a...in a factory setting would get
and yetyoìi want rre to...to respect and treat with uh...care and prátect you nrachinery
and yet you don't want to pay." And he said. "weil we can change that. And r have never
been in a financial situation of any kind." And he told me that himself. And he kind of
came do,'vn to my level. Tried to look at it fi.onl my perspective ancl that kìnd of
surprised nre.
So that's one of the ¡'eason's rvhy I'd ljke to stay here. On the other.hancl, hor.r, long do I

want to sta¡' ilt nry little comlbrt zone? I rvould Iike to go out ther.e and try sonte cliflèrent
thingsandseesonreothelplacesanduh...nror.etryson.ìeotlrerthings.(lntervieu,2.p.20)
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Allison: Well I haven't been respouding to it very rvell. Um...I'nl on antidepressants now
because of it, so. It was pretty hard for a while there. um...I'm doing much better nouu.
But for a while there the stress of rvorkine, ,uvell I wasn't working at tñe tinle. I rvas just
going to school and I had my kids and the financial problerns wãs really hard on ¡ne so
and personal ploblerns as rvell. (lntervierv l, p.22)
Allison: um...yeah. plannin-q. Things'not workirrg out is a big stress factor. And...
(Pause) I don'r krron,? Unr... planning on sornething and u.tuãlly working is totally
different so for nre it's been a pretty high stress paft of my life you know bãcause yóu
never klow what's going to happen so. I don't l<now. That's oil I run say. (Intervìew l.
p.23)

Aune: Boredorn. Desperation to do something else. ub...yeah. I want to get out. And
another thing I talked about yesterday was your motivation for taking that pãrticular type.
of training and I don't know what everyone else answered but I figurãd it was
one-..anotherway to irnprove nry cotnnrunication skills. Like you were saying lasttime.
And I think that would be very valuable. shourd I ever succeed in becoming u t*u*1r.r.
And yeah, it would be a good thing.

In the face of mounting pressure from a free market society with its own powerful control

systems the Mennonite people of Southern Manitoba cling fiercely to their cultural

traditions' Perhaps the staunchest of these traditions is their religion. Free market society

relies on carefully engineered management, advertising, taxation, and mass media

techniques that keep people buying selling working, borrowing, lending and consuming

at optimal rates (Alexander, 200I, P.06). While the entrepreneurs of Southem Manitoba

rely on these mechanisms for the growth of their own business, their traditional life style

is equally under siege. Perhaps the evangelical nature of Marie's religion is a response to

the threat of universal dislocation in a free market societv.

Doug equates high stress with the threat of having to move away from the community

where he grew up and "krols what is going on." For Doug, dislocation and urbanisation

are more cause for any anxiety than rapid pace of change resulting from information

communication technology (ICT). Doug has interests out side of his seasonal job that

include reading wildlife/hunÍingmagazines (Interview 1, p.7), wilderness camping
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(Interview 1 , p.9), and target shooting (Interview 1, p. 1 1). These interests provide an

outlet for the stress Doug experiences (Interview 1, p. 10). Doug also claims that his

strong Christian values are a source of direction.

Allison claims that her stress is financial but she explores this more deeply. Her

discourse of work includes reconciling her family responsibilities, school, and

employment with discrimination she experiences as a result of her welfare status

(Interview 2, p.7) despite her endeavours to get beyond this through her personal

investment in education.

"Whatever the needs of the capitalist mode of production, a vast amount of ideological work
remains to be done before coherent policy can be formulated, consent won and real change
initiated" (Taylor, 1998, p.34)

This subsection examines the différance in discourses to achieve a deeper understanding

of both. Determining the extent that the discourse of high school drop out youth from

Southem Manitoba intimate consent to participate in a new economy as characterised by

govemment rhetoric has been approached using determinants arising from the

deconstruction of official and unofficial discourses in previous sections. Common places

in the discourse of governmenVindustry and research participants that point to the forces

resulting in change include changing family structures, the economy, society, and

technology. Expectations of research participants regarding their participation in the

work of the new economy are organised according to the "both./and" logic inherent in

deconstructing discourse as modelled by Denida (1998).

DIFFÉRANCE IN DISCOURSE
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Dominant and the subordinate discourse are explored in terms of the differance

represented in the selected government documents and how these are experienced by

youth- Each discourse represents and promotes values particularly as these relate to

education and employment. The qualitative approach reflects the belief of the researcher

that examining what these youth believe; how they think things got to be this way; and

how they feel about the way things are, will lead to a deconstruction of ',ne.w economy,,

rhetoric in Southern Manitoba. There are no attempts to generalise these observations

beyond the very narrow confines of this study. Observations on the gap between

discourses present "tensions" in as much as the subordinate discourse deserves some

reconciliation.

The effects of the current mode of economic globalisation on socio-economic groups

vary' The outcomes are politically contingent with an overall balance of gains and losses

are diff,rcult to assess. Conclusions regarding economic globalisation vary with the

perspective from which they are made, and with the time-span taken into account.

The claim that all Manitoba citizens have been experiencing a dramatic shift in the pace,

depth and breadth of global economic integration invites further investigation. Evidence

points to globalisation of production as phenomena evolving over the last century, rather

than a radical break. The rhetoric of "rapid change" is used, at times, to serve a political

agenda of "quick fix" solutions rather than to reflect history. Nonetheless globalisation

has transformed the work that some people do and where they live in ways that two

decades ago would have been unimaginable.
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In terms of overall provincial growth, the effects of globalisation on the new economy do

not appear to be overwhelming, but to individuals who benefit compared to those who do

not, the impact has been considerable. Manitoba's poor regions remain poor, and many

of the worst off are.,r.n rnor" worse off, while the regions of the advantaged have

become better off, emphasising that the gap between the province's rich and poor has

widened (Black and silver, 1999). Given the range of economic and social

development successes in the province, a single view of the"new economy" and its

impact on all Manitobans can hardly be seen as complete. On the contrary, the contents

of this study underscores the responsibility of local politicians and directors of public and

private institutions to consider those who's interests might be excluded from any benefits

resulting from linkages with broader global markets. The following section underscores

both the overlap in discowse and more importantly where the dominant discourse falls

short falls short of representing these southern Manitoba youth.
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'Official'New Economy
Discourse Characteristics

Occupational Change:
More Jobs: Increasing
numbers of High and Low
Skilljobs. Higher
Employment Rates

'Unofficial' New Economy
Discourse Elements
(Areas of Tension)

Increased Mobility of
Labour and Urbanisation

Self Esteem:
Work as determinant
Growth & Self
Actualisation
Personal Integration
Autonomy at work

Lifelong Learning
Essential Skills
Employabiliry Skills
Technological Literacy

Corporate Alliances: P¡ivate
Sector, Government and
Education, Labour

New Economy Différance
(Both/And) Discourse

(Areas of Accommodation)

Dislocation and Job
Insecurity

Proliferation of Inforrnation
Communication
Technology

Post Materialist Values:
Belonging, Freedom, Self-
Esteem and Quality of Life

New Survival Skills and
Workplace Literacy:

Drop outs and Sub cultures
Adult Education

Self education, on-line

Globalisation and
Competition (free trade)

Collaboration and
Relationship in work

Personal G¡owth: Formal
Education and Development
through'Work
Life/Work Balance

Work, including learning, to
strengthen community and
common purpose

Itpure l. Sumn

Greater competition for Part
Time & Minimum Wage
Work Scrambling for the
lowest paid jobs.

Based on HRDC survey's workers involved in some industry sectors may change

occupations up to seven times in one's career. This notion is in keeping with rhetoric of

rapid technological change and the corresponding programmed life long learning.

Manitoba statistics demonstrate that there are increasing numbers of both high and low

nrv Comnari.çon n'v ompar

Discourse Characteristics in Tension

tf Dis c our s e C har ac t er ß t i c s

Well Paid and Valuè Driven
Work.
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skill jobs available (Government of Manitoba, Speech from the Throne,2002). Hence the

opportunity for this type of labour market fluidity is apparent. The tension in discourse

exists around participant's experience with a minimum wage job cycle, so while they may

be changing jobs frelrrently, there is no sense of continuity toward the development of a

meaningful career. Rapid technological change does not provide new opportunities for

those who do not use the technology in their daily work but it most surely has an impact

on the devaluing of one's work, monetarily and in terms of prestige associated with doing

this work. Research participants conceded that the search for minimum wage/ part time

employment that might provide the opportunity for development of their self-esteem

appears futile.

The official discourse promotes the advantages of a mobile work force in terms of

numbers and range ofjob opportunities (typically in urban centres). Among the research

participants, there was no apparent consensus on the advantages of moving out of one's

community in search of work. While Anne and Allison felt it might be necessary and

perhaps even desirable, Doug, Beth, and Marie indicated a strong preference for

remaining in their ov/n community even if it meant accepting lesser work and job

insecurity. The potential for dislocation was viewed as a great th¡eat for these youth.

In response to the notion of lifelong learning combined with an increasingly hunied work

pace, research participants seem to turn increasingly to their sub cultures for ways to

deconstruct and make meaning of or critique the dominant discourse. The search for new
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'survival' skills as opposed to 'essential' or'employability' skills might best summarise

their responses. For each of the research participants continuing high school at their local

ALC was seen as a large "leap in the lack of faith" in a system that they are sceptical of.

There is great tension surrounding the promise that at the end of a formal education lies a

good job and part of that tension is the youth's own lack of confidence in their ability to

be successful in an educational system where they experienced failure.

For research participants, globalisation and increased competition through freer trade is

met with a range of responses. Doug does not believe that there are many employment

opportunities for him outside of his ovm local community where every body knows him

as a hard working guy. He contests the notion that globalisation has improved his

opportunities in any way. Anne and Marie are convinced that globalisation has

contributed to greater hardships in third world countries and are interested in doing

missionary work to help out. Allison and Beth are more optimistic and believe that they .

may find their way into a profession where the demands in the service sector (e.g.

teaching and nursing) continue to grow.
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NEV/ ECONOMY DIFFERANCE (BOTHiAND) DISCOURSE

Non Materialist values: Belonging. Freedom. Self-Esteem and oualit)¡ of Life

The nature of work has shifted away from fixed functions or clear career paths toward

more limited or diverse tasks. Work is thereby ceasing to provide workers with a stable

identity. The narrative of research participants initially revolved around their aspirations

expressed in terms of 'wants'. Their discourse affirmed the strong connection between the

development of self-esteem and the extent that their 'wants' were being satisfied through

membership in a community that included work. Their aspirations were not expressed in

materialistic terms.

Beth: To me its llot so nluch the anrount of rnoney I tnake. but that I'nl conrfo¡1aþle and 
'

happy rvltere I'nt r.volking. Cause, Iike I ntean. you're going to start off. well for ule I
haven't rvorked, in lil<e, seven years because of the kids, but I'lu goìng to stafi ofTat the
bottorn of the pile anyway. So, as long as I'm happy and I enjoy my rvork, I don't care
w,hat the pay is.

'-'llikeworkingwitlt¡reople. Ilil<eseeingthenrsrniìervhen¡iou'vecloneso¡rethi¡gfor
thenr. So, I gtress nursittg is a pretty good area for that (lntervierv l. p.05)

The official discourse is instrumental, limiting the notion of work to paid employment as

a means of purchasing status and security in society. Research participants valued

supportive work environments that provided, meaningful work. recognition for

competence, opportunities to learn and to advance on the job, accommodation for non-

work activities (life-work balance), competent supervisors, and social interaction at work.

The unofficial discourse counters 'more jobs' and multiple occupation changes in one's

career with the language of 'more meaningful rvork - w-ork that leads to the development

of self-esteem. The discourse différance accommodates non materialist values, a less
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hierarchical structure in the workplace and work that provides opportunity for

educational and social development. Workers desire a more personal relationship with the

employer and expect flexibility in accommodating personal schedules.

The "world of work" metaphor, central to transition-to-work programs and dominant

discourse is largely absent from the discourse of rural southern Manitoba youth. The

limitations of this metaphor become apparent as research participants refer to

transformation and integration as a means of becoming more fully functioning members

of their respective communities. The instrumental view of work, while serving a

consumerist agenda of the new economy is largely out of step with a more holistic

worldview represented by the narrative of these southern Manitoba youth.

"Life/Work Balance"

There are apparent differences in the discourse on employment between provincial

goveülments over the past decade suggesting that local governments are able to moderate

the impact of globalisation (free market economy) on their citizenry. The degree of

intervention appears to be largely a matter of ideology. Where the response of the

Taking charge!program , for example, pressured a population supported by social

services off of welfare and into entry-level minimum wage jobs, the Manitoba Training

Strategt appears to support its clients with a combination of both education and

employment opportunities. There appears to be some movement toward supporting

employers in providing employment opportunities that are more likely to develop into
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sustainable careers, apprenticeships, for example (Government of Manitoba, Speech from

the Throne, November,2002). Agencies have a role in encouraging their clients to adopt

a more critical stance, in response to suggestions that "globalisation", in all of its forms,

is inevitable.

The Manitoba Training Strategy promotes a stronger connection between economic

growth and improvement of labour standards pointing to labour productivity

(employment) and human resources development (education) as a crucial link. The

underlying philosophy views the right to organisation and collective bargaining as

enabling regulations that may facilitate transformation, in the long term. The government

strategy to offset the impact of fierce global competition on labour costs by encouraging

the presence of political and social forces (e.g. effective labour unions) with capacity to

push for social and institutional reform. By comparison, the previous PC government's

low wage strategy drove \¡iages down using policies that increase competition at the

bottom end of the labour market and weakened trade unions. To increase competition on

the bottom end of labour market, goverrrment reduced welfare and restructured programs

(e.g' Taking Charge!) to focus on short term training and job placement as a means of

getting people off welfare and back into the labour market (Silver, lggg). Bi\l26,

introduced in 1999, by the Progressive Conservative government, increased opportunities

for employers to discourage those considering unionisation. It also imposed constraints

on the capacity of trade unions to bargain with employers and engage in political action.

Both of these initiatives were indicative of a government's consciously chosen low wage '

strategy for Manitoba's'new' economy.
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Both'Taking Charge!'and 'Manitoba Training Strategy' presented youth with the only

two "real" ways to be a citizen and fully functioning adult, "full time employment" and/or

"formal education". Ofücially, "nedessential skills", "technological literacy" and "life-

long learning" are accessible through formal education, (preferably a university degree)

and generally required for a steady, middle-class income. Research participants

conceded that while one might be more valued as a "consumer" because of their

economic status, to be valued as a productive member in one's own rural community,

learning on the job and volunteering are essential attributes required to develop and

maintain social/ cultural and traditional religious values.

Politicians continue to report on the successes of their successive goveffrments in terms

of "employment rates". Research participants were generally critical of a bureaucracy

that forces them to participate in a degrading process of "re-entry" into a work force when

the job one is being groomed for is dead-ended and pays minimum wage. Similarly,

working several part time jobs to make ends meet provides little satisfaction, particularly

when it severely affects one's social life.

The public/dominant discourse tendency to draw a strict divide between work and home

is relatively new'in historic terms and still unusual globally. The research participants

intimate the need for a strong work/life connection, meaningful work and a sense of

community.

Marie: I think its ve11" itnportant people norv a days to get into rvork, fi¡d something that
thel' feel is for thenl ancl enjo¡, it. And also nlake sule rhar they clon't put too high goãls so
thev don't get so far that they actually lose...lil<e don't get so involveá into yoLrr.wor.k that
you lose connection rvith yourfànrill,and stuff'. Cause I think a lotof people thev. the_v
ûet reall)i hi-eh trp into that...into their rvorl<...then tbey forget about tlie pèople ar.or¡nd
thenl. And a Iot of unha¡rpy fàmilies are becar¡se of thåt. TÍere's ro mu.h piioritl,put on
rvork that. that uh...there's no farnily tirne ancl thev forget about uh...being a dad.
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Most married couples today are dual wage eamers and a large contingent of employees

are single parents, it is no longer possible to assume that childcare considerations never

impinge on work. Today one half of women with young children work, while 77Yo of all

women with children work (Izzo and Withers, 2000, p.l7).

The discourse of the research participants describes "lifelong learning" as an adaptive

process to an ever-changing environment (that includes work), the discourse contests the

notion of lifelong leaming as enrolment in a constant succession of formal courses in

pursuit of the newest'essential skills' required by every one.

Formal education was both embraced and rejected by the research participants,

paradoxically, for the same reasons. Accepting predictions of the status quo that the

traditional rural way of life would go the way of the dinosaur led participants to

hopelessness and despair. The discourse of critique, so important to the identity of each

research participant did not come from within formal education. Rather, it was the

discourse of the sub culture (e.g. religious affiliation, survivalist) that youth identifies

with. The popular culture (subordinate discourse) enabled research participants to

deconstruct a dominant narratives and contend with the oppressive practices they

experienced in the hopes of achieving status in a more egalitarian inclusive and local

community.

tion and t at Wor

Along rvith technological change. the required skill levels within jobs are also changing.

Professional and technical occupations that require post-secondary diplomas and degrees
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are expanding their share of total employment. The proportion of middle-level skill jobs

has been declining while the number of low-skill jobs is actually increasing. People

working in jobs that require middle-level skills will increasingly find it necessary to

upgrade themselves in order to join the ranks of the higher-level knowledge workers.

However, the predictions from within the official discourse indicate that employers of

lower-skilled workers such as retail and food services will probably become more

automated in the future leaving fewer and fewer places for those with low skill levels.

Beth: There is verv mlrch decreased opportunity. When you thi¡k about it
thottgh, all the new'technology they come out with. every bit that they
brin-q into the business world takes back one hnman worker. Look back to
the last century. You hacl more than enough people to work but not
enough r'vork. Now its kincl of the salne but it's more you got to know how
to rttn this rnachille in order to nrn the business. So. yeah. with all tlie
technology they sure have. The ability to go or.rt and fincl a job. it's ¡ot as
easy anylrore because they don't w'ant nanual laboul'they want technical
labour now'. (lnter-view 1. p.l 7)

The prominent notion that all labourers require the same set of "essential skills,, is

contested' It is more likely, according to Beth that as certain industries are developed and

grown regionally. local employees will develop skills to fìll that particular need.

Computer and ICT skills are accepted to the extent that these remains a work tool and

does not affect or challenge comfortable limits of knowledge in absolutist terms.

Anne: I think people lely on it too much fbr they're orvn good. Becanse
there is no such thin-e as privacy with cornputer Llse. I'rn nìean we can
even open other ¡reoples files accidentally. and see rvhatever conficlential
stuff you w-ant to. so. You can rely on it or not as yolr want to. In the
w'ork place though I can see that trrore and more people will be relyin-u on
computers arouncl the r.r,orlcl. Um. I'm... I'm still not entirely sr"rr-e rvhy? I
mean in sotne rvavs it makes sense like fbr people who do dr.afting a¡c1
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architectttre and that kind of thing, does make sense: but for a lot of people
ìts extra paper work. I mean you create your own job. Yon sit there and
trtrn out papers. And w'hat for? (Interview l, p.l6)

The promise of continuous employment contingent on lifelong learning through formal

education is viewed with scepticism.

Doug: That's one of the reasons why I don't try and firther my education
past the grade twelve for nor.v because maybe I'm vn'ong but I still feel that
the jobs that I will get are because of the people that I meet and make
some sort of influence on. That whether they think I could do the job
because ofwho i ant not because ofthe...

Constant leaming and skills upgrading is increasingly expected of all workers, not only in

terms of skills on the job (competencies) but also skills required to get a job and to

maintain ones position for the duration of the work period. Manitoba's labour market

conditions driving the demand for skilled workers include unconventional work patterns,

globally competitive markets, and rapid technological change. changes in the

increasingly market driven economy are impacting on educational requirements. post-

secondary education is essential in order to compete in an economy that is increasingly

based on knowledge. Educational facilities will be changing the traditional ways of

delivering learning from classroom situations to hands-on experience or distance

education via high tech systems. Informational technology is expected to change hor.v we

educate, bank, shop and entefiain ourselves. New technology, while creating new high-

skilled and niche opportunities, is expected to adversely affect those with lower education

and skills.
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The Manitoba Training Strategy alludes to the challenge of adapting the organisation of

work to address individual employees learning needs (Government of Manit oba,200l,

pp'12-14). It identifies the importance of creating incentives for investments in lifelong

learning from the perspective of both employees and employers. This document alludes

to the benefits and outcomes that result from diversity in learning and skills acquisition,

in organisational contexts as well as in formal and informal leaming environments.

Creating equitable lifelong learning opportunities for people in poor socio-economic

conditions, particularly aboriginal people are identified in the goals (Government of

Manitoba, 2001, p. 14).

Despite major changes in employment patterns predicted by governments, most

Manitobans still work in full+ime permanent paid jobs (Government of Manitoba, 2001,

p.6)- On the contrary, research participants viewed a single steady job as idealistic, their

experience of employment is largely part-time; temporary or contract; multiple jobs; and

self-employment. The jobs requiring flexibility particularly in the area of work patrerns

(split shifts) were equated with the lowest paid and least rewarding type of work offering

little opportunity for socialising. What off,rcial sources present as'changing employment

patterns' are currently being experienced by those in the lowest paid jobs.

Auue: i mean if you really think about- people wiro rvork in restaurants.
they alr'vays have split shifts. it's like having trvo jobs. An no matter r.r,¡ar
you don't w'ant to col'ìlmute twice a day it doesn't matter how good )/o¡ _qet
at it. you can be there 20 yeals. you'll still have split shifis. The better a
chef yor,r are the mol'e eveniugs ancl lveekends you'll have. It's a mattel of
opiniort. It depends rvhat kínd of a.job you like. Ancl it's kind of like if
yotr like workin-u in a store. \\¡ell. if r-ou knor.v horv chintzy some of the
major stores are...
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Anne: Not just salary. But I mean really, really chintzy. They'll hire you
for'like 3 hour shifts only because 3 hours you don't have to have a break.
And then they'll call you in twice in one day. And both tirnes 3 hours and
not have to pay you for those lousy 15 minutes. Yeah, and it really gets
me because. I've heal'd more businessmen say this but, they did this to
their staffjust out of high school and then tliey donate money to pLrblic
proj ects that will make the name of the stole popular and things . . . . A¡d
they tleat their stafl like that. It's leally upsetting for those businessmen
who treat their employees properly. And I don't think it is likely that
everyone can have fill time work. Not everyone rvauts it either, ol.needs
it but, it isn't really... its less an option.

Employees in the 'new' economy are no longer typically subject to the boredom of the

assembly line, on the contrary, workers are encouraged to "invest in themselves" by

participating in an endless stream of formal studies both on and off the work site.

Workers are further expected to demonstrate their usefulness to potential employers on

term projects where the workers contract is terminated when the work is done (the

"portfolio worker"). Personally failing to be of value has in turn great social implications

in a skill-based economy. Society needs ever fewer highly educated people to run it and

most labourers appear peripheral to the elite productive core (Sennet, 1997, p. 63).

Automation in a company managed from the top down can make even today's highly

educated feel useless. In an economy that profits from doing more with less,

unemployment, underemployment, de-skilling and welfare dependence are inevitable.

The official version of "economic growth" offers no solutions in providing more

consumer goods or the further division of labour in as much as these do not nurture the

dignity of the worker (Sennet, 1997,p.64).

Ln7999,80% of Manitoba's ernployed workers had full time jobs, of those employed in

parl-time work. 78% did so by choice (Government of Manitoba, 2001,p.06). This
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statistic does not disclose how many of these workers were forced to take part time and

minimum-wage work because they had health, family, and/or transportation issues.

Research participants indicated a desire to work on more equal terms with their bosses.

A 1999 Watson Wyatt Canada Survey indicated that 6l%o of senior manages feel that

they treat their employees as valued business partners, while only 27o/o of employees

share that same opinion(Izzo, J. & Withers,2000, p.l}S).

Doug: ...an exalttple a few clays ago the digging becarne difficult because
w'e're kiud of at the end of our diggin*e ability with that machine. We're
over a hundred feet below w'atel level and uh...the digging is getting
really tough dor.vn there. And it has to do with tlie height of our tower
u'liich r,vas hard for me to understancl at first but if w'e had a higher tower
r'r'e could dig deeper. That aside I ripped a I 318 cable and that stopped
our dig-eing process right there. Now' we have to lnove anchors
and.. 'w'hich is a great big plocess of putting large piers sideways in the
-Qrouud rvith great big slings around then for anchors calrse there's...there's
w'ell over a hundred tliousalid pounds of pull on these anchors a¡cl ,vor-r
really have to think of where do you want these anchors? They...yo¡
have to get people with uli...high hoes, with lalge machinery in to clig
these things and my boss has given me some of this responsibility too.
Also lie rvants nt¡' input cause I'rn the one that's running the macirine. And
nor'v with...I feel that w'itli uh...the thinking that i have to clo at school it
helps me in the thinking that I have to clo at w'ork, wliich isn't verv ofien.
But that...that uh...tower has to come clown now because w'e haue to
lllove one of the shivs at the top. Well that's a seventy foot tor,ver that
rveighs thousands of pounds and there's all sorts of cables and g¡v lines
arld what uot ancl it is a real thought process to bring that thinglór,vn
safely so that yott don't wreck something. And uh...yeah l feãl that eve¡
though its high school, its not...not a thesis paper on a university level, it
helps. (lnren'iew 2. p.1 1)

Collaboration and Relationship
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Among research participants, high stress in the new global economy is highly associated

with the th¡eat of dislocation and urbanisation. There is a deep sense of insecurity about

the opportunities to maintain one's membership in a small rural community and a

somewhat fatalistic sense that we will all land up in an urban centre.

Communitv at Work and Global Competition

By 2010, approximately 80% of Canada's population will reside in an urban area (10 000

people or more), and Canada are likely to have six cities of I million or more people.

Furthermore, Canada's population will be concentrated in a smaller number of cities,

approximately 52Yo of Canadians will be residing in Canada's nine largest cities and,35o/o

will be spread among Toronto, Vancouver, and Montreal (Conference Board of Canada,

2002, p.6)' A recent study by the Canadian Council on Social Development found that

poverty increased throughout Canada in the i 990s but especially so in metropolitan areas

(Zussman, 2002, p.A1l). The Manitoba Training Strategy represents an attempt by

government to stem the demographic trend toward urbanisation by decentralising

industry, education, and other major supporl services to temper this.

Despite efforts by government to decentralise industries and services, a steady migration

toward the urban centre continues. Concerns expressed by research parlicipants relate to

safety, congestion, and quality of life available to low income families i¡ the city.

Alrne: Well I \4/ent to the cit-v for a job inten,iew-a while ago. and the onlt,
thing that botheled tue. really botherecl me. abont that rvhole clay was
getting caught in a traffic jam. It clrove me batty. I hate traff-rc jarns. ..\ncl
I.just fi-uured. if this is rush hour. I'm not sure I r,vant to live here.
Especially not with my o\,\'n car...and there we get into the rvealth thin-e.
You don't need a car in the cit1,. (lntervierv l. p.20)
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Organisations that remain successful contend with competition from a much broader

geographic area and a much shorter innovation cycle than previously. Companies

continuously reduce numbers of employees in response to the need to demonstrate

economic growth. In addition, work claims employees for longer hours with Americans

working 163 hours longer per year than they were in 1969 (Izzo, J. and Withers, 2000,

p.2t).

Not all employees have come to accept the stress and anxiety that accompanies job

insecurity and not everyone looks to work as a source of personal fulfilment. Workers

who get little satisfaction from their minimum wage/part-time routinised work look to

their sub-culture social groups for support.
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The results of this study add to a growing body of knowledge suggesting a need for

paying closer attention to the ideological basis of transition-to-work programming. There

is a demonstrated need to move beyond the current orientation toward individualism,

control, and efficiency that dominates work and education (particularly vocational)

toward a more humane and flexible model. The différance in discourse points to the

complexity of developing formal initiatives that are receptive to youth in their endeavours

to become fully functioning members of their own communities, not just in gaining

employment or a credential to better serve 'new' global economy.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

CHAPTER Y

The official and unofficial discourses are in tension some areas and overlap in others that

require the application of both/and logic in analysing. One discourse is often described

in terms of the other. Research participants espoused non materialistic values and at tlie

same time deeply resented the material poverty they (and their children) faced. The

discourse of youth promoted a work/life balance while dreaming of the job that would be

more fully engaging. The research participants interpreted lifelong learning as an

adaptive process to a remote and largely inhospitable environment. They prefer¡ed to

participate in the kind of learning that enabled them to participate more effectively in

their roles as parent, labourer, and residentlcirizen. Each of the youth interviewed sought

the dignity associated with well paid labour and recognition for their w-ork as being
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important whether it was domestic labour or dredging gravel from a pit for building

construction.

Discourses of research participants reviewed and deconstructed indicate that consent to

participate in education and employment opportunities associated with a new economy

are substantive. Having stated this, it must be also made clear that this consent appears to

be highly provisional. The enthusiasm and optimism articulated by high school dropouts'

for assuming their respective roles as active consumers and producers in global society

driven by materialism, is weak. Rhetoric sur¡ounding the vast need for "knowledge

workers" with certain "essential skills" involved in specialised types of work is viewed

with scepticism. This cannot be said about their sense of a need-to-work. Nar¡ative

demonstrates a very strong connection between their need to participate in meaningful

w'ork as a means of developing self-esteem. Tensions with the official discourse

surround pelceptions by youth that there is systemic "blaming of the victim". Rather than

creating transition-to-work programs that target the deficiencies of marginalised youth.

government and industry might collaborate to develop programs and supports for

employers who in turn are required to create meaningful work with coinciding

opportunities for life long learning both on and off the job.

S i qnifi cance /Implications

Research participants concede that being valued as a "consllmer" in the new economy is

contingent upon one's personal econoniic status. Being valued. as productive members in
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one's owlt rural community and globally however presented a paradox. The desires for

individualism and at the same time a need for connectedness. Rural Southern Manitoba

youth experience this paradox sharply because of their economic vulnerability. While

committed to maintaining the social/ cultural and traditional religious values of a

community that protects them, research participants have all demonstrated the need to

pursue education and better paid employment that might, in the long run, undermine their

position in that community/culture.

There are apparent differences in the discourse on employment between provincial

goveillments over the past decade suggesting that local governments are able to moderate

the impact of globalization (free market economy) on their citizenry. The degree of

intervention appears to be largely a matter of ideology (e.g. deficit reduction at the

expense of social support programs). Education and social support agencies have a role

in encouraging their clients to adopt a more critical stance, in response to suggestions that

"globalization, in all of its forms, is inevitable". Research participants were frustrated by.

the lack of integration of social and economic programs. The combination of competition

at the low end of the labor market and a low wage policy (Black and Silver. 1999,p.32)

resulted in a demoralizing scramble for minimum wage part-time jobs. Opportunities for

dropouts to reconnect with high school courses have increased through the establishment

of Adult Education Centers but the resulting education cledential is not sufficiently

aligned with on-the-job training as to result in adequately paid meaningful employment.

There is little opportunity to directly apply what one has learned in the classroom of the

ALC, on-the-job. This is problematic for research participant adult learners.
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Offrcial discourse presents two acceptable work-related options available to youth, "full

time employment" or "formal education". Programs providing support for dropout youth

tend to be structured accordingly, separate and not well articulated. Officially,

"nedessential skills", "technological literacy" and "life-long learning" are accessible

through formal education, (preferably a university degree) and generally, as the myth

goes, required for a steady, middle-class income. The consequences of this mismatch do

not favour youth that leave school early nor does there appeff to be a viable opportunity

for a second chance for these youth.

Politicians continue to report the accomplishments of their successive govemments in

terms of 'Jobs created" and "post-secondary enrolment rates". Research participants w-ere

generally critical of a bureaucracy that forces them to participate in a degrading process

of "re-entry" into a work force when the job one is being groomed for is dead-ended a¡d

pays minimum wage. Similarly, working several part time jobs to make ends meet, while

balancing family and social life, provides little satisfaction. For the research participants.

accepting the "status quo" position on education and work leads to self-disparagement

when neither of these is accessible. Attending ALC classes is not necessarily implied

consent to becoming a competitor for entry level jobs in the new market economy. In

Allison's case, it is an attempt to reconstruct one's own self esteem. (P.87 Intervier,v 1- p.

22,23).

The discourses ofresearch participants suggest a need for a broader range ofpersonalisecl

supports in their efforts to become contributing members of their respective communities.
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A deeper understanding of the interplay between private and public discourse,

demonstrated by increased flexibility and options for credentialing (e.g. PLAR) and paid

employment, would facilitate this process. The discourses explored demonstrate

différance in the vision of a new economy and consequently the means of participation.

The différance exists not so much in the technical "horry to", although this aspect is

contested, as in the more value laden "why bother".

Institutions:

The Adult Education Centers are well situated to assume the role of advocates for the

discourse of drop out youth in southern Manitoba. The ALCs have proven to be a

common ground for many youth who have dropped out of school or who were home

schooled. Through contact with the faculty and other participants at the ALCs, learners

are enabled "to come forward into relationship with the world" (Vygotsky.lgg6).

Demands and expectations of the ALCs far exceed the delivery and accounting of

Manitoba Education's high school credits. These sites are positioned to deliver a client-

centred curriculum to individuals in search of a fit within an increasingly cornplex

technological society. Research participants from rural southern Manitoba vielv the

rhetoric of the new economy with scepticism. They would benefit from an opportunity to

develop the ability and confidence to 'critique' this official discourse as a means of

appreciating their own contributions to society. Since a number of the youth intervieu,ecl

never participated in high school there is also clearly a role for the media, emplol,ers. and

community organisations in this regard. Ironically, the labour oriented curricula of

Recommendations
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unionised workers, a model for the suggested approach to critique, are not well received

by many of the ultra conservative employers of southern Manitoba.

Both transition-to-work programs reviewed represented varying degrees of government

commitment to combining the services of various government departments in support of

responding each client's needs more efficiently. Much more flexibility needs to be

demonstrated in this regard. The narrative of research participants too often includes

incidents where they were penalised by social services for working part time while

collecting welfare, unable to afford to work because of the relatively high costs of

transportation and childcare, being denied supports to participate in post secondary

training, and forced to cheat on Employment Insurance by moonlighting to make enough

money just to get by.

Government Agencies

The Progressive Conservative Govemment of the 1990s endeavoured to attract private

investment by deliberately maintaining a low wage strategy. Increasing competition at

the lowest end of the labour market and weakening trade unions were part of a strategy.

That strategy resulted in slower employment growth in Manitoba than in the rest of

Canada (Black and Silver, 1999, p.22). The current NDP government has not moyed

rapidly enough to reverse this trend, evidence of its reluctance to increase minimum wage

is evidence of this. The privatisation of government services has often resulted in

decreases in wages for private sector workers doing the same job and particularly a loss

of high-quality jobs for many female and minority workers. The current government

might consider alternatively, to support employers that pay a "living wage" (Scar1h. 2000.
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p.2) through economic development subsidies. A "living wage" amounts to the wage a

full time worker would need to earn in order to support a family above the poverty line.

More subsidies and allowances for employers that provide training, mentoring, and

eventually meaningful employment opportunities for drop out youth to gain a foothold in

society is required. Government and industry must find ways to reengage high school

drop out youth. The costs of not doing so are too high morally and economically.

For Further Research

Alternatives to an'instrumental' discourse of work that pervades both education and

employment policy are needed. Subsequent research might seek to test the hypothesis

that meaningful participation in the learning process leads to increased self-esteem

regardless of whether the leaming occurs in the workplace or in a classroom, whether it is

paid or volunteer. Govemment support for businesses that hire entry level employees

"off the street" and provide work that is understood by employees to provide learning

opportunities where they (workers) are active participants in the production of knowledge

essential to the health of the organisation, regardless of the product or service provided is

what is being proposed. The extent to which the public discourse of govermnent includes

an attempt to balance global "new" economy hegemony against political party ideology

and local conditions is worth ongoing examination.

Values play an influential role in determining public policy. Toward this end, dialogue

with youth provides an oppoftunity to explore values as these relate to the impact of nerv

economic policy on an individual's sense of belonging. freedom, self-esteem. and quality
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of life. Deconstruction and analysis of the narrative of youth can provide an essential

point-of-viewing for a government that claims 'inclusion' as one of its aims. When

programs and policy place the reduction of provincial debt ahead of social programs that

support the poor the voice of those most directly affected needs to be heard.

Public interest is being served when govemments strive to accommodate the many varied

discourses of their citizenry rather than promoting one global and hegemonic discourse.
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Interview Schedule
Age/ Marital status/ Children Education/ reconnection with high school through adult education

Themes arising from the
Literature Survev

The extent to which
employment is a measure of
self worth.

D e cr e as e d opportunit i e s fo r
full time employment and
Iong-time job security
compared to an increase in
parîlime work and
contracting out services.

How realistic is the idea that "every one should be in full time paid
employment even when it means changing careers several times in a
lifetime?"
How important is it to you that you have a job where you earn a lot of
money? (What do you consider to be a lot of money?)
Do allthe people you admire have well paying jobs?
How might you describe your notion of "self-sufficiency"?
How important are your relationships in determining the type of work
that you do?
\ilhat would be your dream job?

Dialogue rvith Informants on the'Unofficial Discourse'
(Probes)

Emphasis on new skills for
automation & information/
c onxmuni c at i o n t e c hno I o gy.

How would having to maintain several part l@
full time affect your performance on any one of the jobs or your
motivation to do any one of them well?
Do you know people whom you respect and admire who do not have
full-time jobs?
What do you admire about them?
Would it matter to you that if in five years from now, you didn't have a
fulltime job?
ls childcare an issue tllat effects the amounts of time you can/want to
spend on work in a day? How do you feel about that?
Do know any one rvho is self-employed? Are they full time?
Should people develop skills in
personal interests or follow their hearl?
To what extent do you think that leaming "personal management" skills
(e.g. time management) in a classroom might help you to gain
employment?
To what extent do you think that leaming "communication and literacy"
skills in a classroom might help you to gain employment?
To what extent do you think that leaming "teamwork" skills in a
classroom might help you to gain employment?
Are computer studies currently a paft of you high school courses?
Do you feel that high school courses prepare you with these 'nerv skills'
Do you believe that high school prepares you for employment? How?
what skills have you developed that you believe are important to rvork
but were not gained as a result ofschool courses?

Acknowle dgement of s tress
induced by the hurried pace
of computer culture (e.g.

Ioss of autonomy,
incr easing impatience of
employers and employees
on the work site)

when you hear he phrase "lifelong learning@
that suggest to you? (rvork related skills acquired in schools through
fon¡al training programs, personal interest, keeping current lvith world
events? )
How large of an issue is transportation to and from work for you? If you
could work from your home on a computer (or telephone) rvould you
consider that as an option?
How important is a flexible work schedule to you? What might an ideal
schedule look Iike to you?
Horv important are your relationships rvith co-tvorkers in determining
whether you enjoy and stay rvith ajob or not?
How important is having some control over the ,uvork that you do (e.g.
rvhen and horv you do it) ?
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Both formal education and paid employment, it would seem lead to increased self-
esteem. What about "informal leaming" (e.g. leaming on-the-job) and "unpaid
employment" (volunteering, housework), how do these impact on self-esteem?

Example: Follow-up Ouestions for Interview II with Allison

Formal education is said to create employment opportunities (especially when it includes
the "essential skills") but are these opportunities available to everyone? Are there other
factors/ conditions affecting one's opportunities as far as employment goes beyond?

I do not get the sense that you are pursuing higher education for'economic prosperity', in
fact you expect to be taking apay decrease following your education (at least in the short'
term). This interests me, can you describe your motivation to pursue this kind of work
and how you might benef,rt (if not monetarily)?

How is work and poverty/prosperity connected? Are there people who you know and
admire who work hard, have little money but do not consider themselves to be poor or
live in'povefty'? In what terms is poverty Vs prosperity defìned? (consumer goods)
What are the factors involved here?

You suggest that you would like to be a person who makes a diffe¡ence... can you think
of someone that you know that has "made a difference" or is in the process of imaking 

a
difference" and what some of characteristics of this person's work and approach to w-ork
might be?

To what extent do you expect that your work should provide you with opportunities to
continue to develop your humanity as well as that of your colleagues anã clients (but not
excluding productivity) and how might'work' support you in this?

Considering the youth that you associate with, can you describe their self-discipline,
motivation, or work ethic?

You refer to the importance of maintaining a balance between personal life and rvork.
Using work to connect with ones culture (we live in a consumer culture) to develop a
sense of belonging (interdependence) and at the same time seeing work as a means of
assefting ones independence. Can you elaborate on your experience with this dilemma?

At some point one might make a decision based on the present circumstances regardless
of past experiences and traditions (Transfonnation). Would your decision to return to
school have been one of these? Describe ...

How much control do you feel that you have over your own destiny, to w'hat extent do
you feel that you are controlled? What are the forces?
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